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Is divestment the answer? 
By Elissa Vendig and · 
Robin Plant 
Ithaca College's divestment in 
companies having operations in 
South Africa was the focal point 
of students, faculty, and 
administration durin~ the 
February lllh campus Forum. 
Each of the four speakers: 
President James Whalen. Garry 
Thomas, Assoeiate Professor of 
Anthropology, Frank Musgrave. 
Chairman and Professor of 
Economics, and Jack Ryan, 
Chairman and AssociatP. 
Pl>Qloby--
During a question and miswer period at Tuesday night's Ithaca College 
divestment forwn, President Whalen listens to students comments and 
questions. 
Health Center.-
names director 
By Marjorie Ellertsen 
The llhaca College Health 
Center has a new administrator. 
Dr. R.W. Ballard took over the 
position in August of 198.5. Dr. 
Ballard, who is a graduate of 
Cornell University and of the 
New York Medical COiiege, 
specializes in family practice. 
Dr. Ballard started out his 
medical career with an intern-
ship at Moses Taylor Hospital, 
followed by a general practice 
residency at Westside Hospital, 
both in Scranton. Pennsylvania. 
Then Dr. Ballard went into 
practice in southeastern Ohio 
until the Korean War broke out, 
when he went into the Air Force. 
Following the war. Dr. Ballard 
practiced medicine again in Ohio 
and then in Upstate New York. 
He then worked in the phar-
maceutical industry doing 
research. 
In an interview on February s, 
Dr. Ballard said, "After ten years 
of working my way up the 
ladder (in the phannaceutical 
industiy), I decided I had enough 
of it and wanted to get back to 
where the action was." Dr. 
Ballard then went into family 
practice in the mid-Hudson 
Valley, where he worked for the 
past 16 years until he came to 
Ithaca College last summer. 
As administrator. Dr. Ballard's 
job is to oversee the smooth 
running of the Health Center and 
its full-time staff. I.C.'s Health 
Center has a crew of about 20 
nurses, 2 physicians, 3 
physician's assistants, a lab 
technician, and a support 
secretarial staff. The Health 
Center also owns a Medicar, 
which will transport students to 
nearby hospitals for x-rays or 
emergencies, and to specialists 
downtown when necessary. 
Even with all of these health 
facilities available. only about 
50% of I.C. students take 
advantage of the services of the 
Health Center, according to Dr. 
Ballard. "One of the big 
questions we ask ourselves 
frequently is how come more 
see administrator page 2 
Professor of Politics, gave a 12-15 
minute presentation on various 
aspects of the divestment 
debate and its potential 
repercussions on all parties 
involved. 
The discussion opened with a 
brief overview of the Sullivan 
Principles, which are "designed 
to act as guidelines for all 
corporations involved in South 
Africa so that they might act as 
agents 10 improve the life of 
blacks. colored. and :\sians in 
Sou!n Africa," stated by 
Professor Paul McBride, the 
forum mediator. McBride 
recognized that there was a 
consensus among all attendees 
of the meeting condemning 
apartheid practices. Rather. the 
issue was the "question of the 
ethicacy of contending needs to 
somehow effect in a negative 
way the apartheid policy." 
Professor Thomas stated 
concisely that he and Professor 
Ryan .• " ... believe divestment 
represents an effective means 
of bringing pressure on South 
Africa to dismantle apartheid." 
Furthennore. Thomas discussed 
that it is argued by opponents of 
divestiture that this action will 
hurt the people they arc 
depicted to help, black South 
Africans. However. strong 
;tatements have been made by 
prominent leaclers and organiza-
tions favoring divestment. such 
as Winnie Mandella. Bishop 
Desmond Tutu. and the South 
African Council of Churches. 
Also, a Gallop Poll for the 
London Sunday Times last 
August recorded that 77% of the 
blacks that were interviewed in 
South Africa favowd the 
imposition of economic 
sanctions. 
Their beliefs in divestilure arc 
based on the following rational. 
First. the Sullivan Principle 
aff<~crs less than 1% of tht· 
working population m South 
Africa. Second, thert: is a 
"situation of desegregation not 
integration," due to the fact that 
rarely blacks and whites occupy 
the same work situations. Third. 
the principles provide for largely 
Tolkien training and advance-
ment opportunities for blacks. 
Fourth, they make small 
contributions to the quality of 
lives outside the workplace. 
Fifth, they ignore the fact that 
U.S. corporate involvement 
often supports the coersive 
apparatus of the government. 
To close Thomas· argument, 
he stated that the primary goal 
of the companies with 
investments in South Africa is 10 
make a profit. while knowing 
they oppose the Sullivan 
Principles and have no intent of 
maximizing their potential relief 
to apartheid. 
In agreement with Thomas· 
statements. Ryan added that. 
."to divest is not simply 10 pull 
out. to withdraw. to give up 
capacily to influence. It is a 
meaningful action; II IS pre.ssurt>; 
II is politics .... Finally, for our 
students it L<; education. Some 
rhings do come before 'business 
as usual'. That is the lesson to 
reach. Selective divestment 
teaches another lesson." 
President Whalen explained 
how Ithaca College's selective 
divestment policies have 
evolved over the past six years. 
In 1978. the Investment and 
Finance Subcommittee of the 
Board of Trustees was called 
upon to review their investment 
policy and asked to make a 
recommendation regarding their 
position in companies conduc-
ting busines..c; in South Africa. 
After examining otht~r 
college's and university's 
investment practices and the 
positions taken by I.Cs 
educational colleagues, it W,l<; 
found that, "Investment criteria 
could be established 10 reflect 
the college·s desire 10 support 
the cause of non-while South 
see divestment page 2 
I.C. entrepreneur 
By Nancy Pracht 
Gary Rosen sat at the table try-
ing to ·get his ski jacket unzipped. 
Frustration enveloped him to the 
point of just ripping the jacket . 
over his head. His second action 
was to pick up a half-used role 
of Scotch tape and thumb the 
end nervously. He looked pro-
fessional in his blue, oxford shirt 
and matching tie. His faded blue 
jeans were finally exposed 
when he yanked hLc, feet off the 
floor and threw them aimlessly 
on a chair. The pen in his chest 
pocket moved suddenly from 
this motion. almost making it fall 
to his lap. This was not. 
needless to say, the attire of an 
average college student. 
Rosen. a senior TVIR major 
and teacher's assistant of Ithaca 
College, is far from being an 
average college student. He is 
obtaining a college education. 
while also working in the profes-
siom1l field of advertising. He 
works with a unit of people that 
mil themselves omega 
Concepts. 
"We're kind of like a fraterni· 
ty," smiles proud Rosen. "It 
gives us a sense of identity and 
motivates us." 
Rosen surrounded himself 
with talented people and search-
ed for accomplishments. 
"'I go out and find work. They 
don't come looking for me," 
states Rosen as the Scotch tape 
loses his attention. "I make 
things happen." 
His search for work can1e to 
an end when his manipulative 
rerc;onalitv landed him a job. 
"1 was on a News Watch 13 
shoot as the camera man when 
representatives of Tompkins 
Community Hospilal saw and 
were impre.ssed with what I did. 
I capitalized on that and asked if 
they had any openings for me. 
They saw a need for a media 
relation~ communtiy relations 
tool. I told them I could do it for 
see Rosen oaee 3 
,._.,,_,,_ 
Ithaca College senior TV-R major, Gary Rosen has accomplished more 
than the average commurzicaJions student. 
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Open divestment forum 
from page I 
Africans, and to oppose 
apartheid without undennining 
the legal responsibilities of 
trustees." The subcommittee 
then recommended to move 
ahead with a program of 
selective divestment. 
As the Sullivan Principles 
became more established, the 
board adopted them as the 
"standing criteria by which 
investments could be made in · 
South African related 
corporations." The most recent 
action of the board in February 
1985, reaffinned this committ-
ment to these principles. but, to 
"amend the agreement with our 
investment representative so 
that under no circumstances 
would we invest in non-Sullivan 
abiding companies." As of 
December 31. 1985, 11,9% of I.C. ·s 
investments are in South African 
related companies. The Board of 
Trustees continues to monitor 
those investments closely. 
Professor Musgrave believes 
that these investments should 
be maintained at their present 
status. He states. "I submit that 
divestment is a deferring of 
costs of benefits from those 
intended to be effected to 
others. Divestment is at best an 
indired and ineffedive method 
of ending apartheid. At worst, 
divestment is symbolism and 
reduces economic benefits to 
the very people we want to 
assist." 
Musgrave·s underlying point is 
based on the probability that if 
I.C. were to withdraw its 
investments from the 
companies in question ""'P Rre 
merely transferring partial 
ownership to others." In omer 
words. if I.C. divests, an alter-
nate company will buy the stock 
and no significant impact will 
have been made. 
In addition, such a change in 
the college's investment 
portfolio could serve to alter the 
success of investment pro-
fitability. This could in turn cause 
a decline in the college's 
income, which could raise the 
cost of tuition and lessen the 
· income for scholarships and 
research opportunities. "IOurJ 
cost then of divestment is the 
foregoing of these 
benefits ... without any gains in 
the South African situation." 
Another point is that the 
corporations following the 
Sullivan Principles are aiding 
some South African workers. 
Therefore. divestment of all 
I.C. ·s investments would equal-
ly penalize Sullivan and non-
Sullivan companies. 
As an alternative to divest-
ment, Musgrave suggests 
economic boycotts (the refusal 
to buy from or sell to a country). 
This is a more dired action 
which prevents the buying of 
target goods. However, the one 
condition to its effectiveness is 
the level of its implementation. 
"I think we can do much more 
by our presence in South Africa 
by working through the corpora-
tions that we have there now," 
says Musgrave. 
During the question and 
answer period following the 
presentation, Whalen was asked 
his personal viewpoint to which 
he replied, "I will do my best to 
represent the views of this 
community to the board," 
Whalen believes it is neccessary 
to completely take into account 
all views on sum a controversial 
subject. Open forums. such as 
this, allow the college 
community to become involved 
and have their opinions 
recognized. 
No final decision on divest-
ment' was made, howrver. 
Whalen will be meeting wi1h the 
Board of Trustees next 
Thursday in New York City, and 
divestment will be a topic 
discussion. 
Grad. programs 
at Ithaca College 
By Debra WIiek 
In 1943, the Department of 
Graduate Studies was formed at 
Ithaca College. What exadly 
does Ithaca College offer within 
the graduate program? Craig 
Fisher. Coordinator of Graduate 
Studies, spoke of the quality of 
education within the program. 
During a brief interview. he said 
that Ithaca, although a small 
graduate school, offers a great 
deal to its students. 
Within the program. there are 
four graduate areas of study: 
Music, Physical Education. 
Communications and Speech 
Pathology/Audiology. When 
asked what his views are witl 
regard to the ideal candidate fc 
graduate school, Fisher repliec 
"The number one prerequisih 
would have to be the individua 
who believes in committment 
perserverance and dedication." 
It is a shame when a student is 
close to the tennination of the 
program and suddenly gives up 
on everything he or she has 
strived for. 
Ithaca's graduate program 
consists of approximately 100 
students of which 80 are full 
time. This small amount of 
students allows for a close 
relationship between students 
see graduate program page 4 
Marketing Association sponsors seminar 
By Steven Brett 
The Ithaca College chapter of 
the American Marketing 
Association will be holding a 
Sports Marketing Seminar on 
Saturday, February 22. in Textor 
Hall. room 101 at 9:30am. A fwe 
continental breakfast will be 
served beginning at 9:00am for 
those attending the seminar. 
The Sports Marketing seminar 
will be open to the public as 
well as American Marketing 
;\ssociation members. 
The speakers at the seminur 
will he the National Basketball 
;bsociation. th<· Olympic 
Hcgional De'\"dopment Author-
ity, and another from the ficlcl. 
l:acl1 of the· speakers will 
pwsenl their perspective· of 
\\"hell sports marketing is, and 
tlw job c1vailability in the field. 
Mr. Hick Wdts, the vin'-
prcsident of Publi1, Ht'lation.s and 
Marketing for the National 
Basketball Association will 
address the concPpt of 
marketing toward th<' spectator 
of sporting events. He will 
d<·snib(> the development of the 
NBA's marketing program over 
th<-' past 4 years and into the 
futuw. Mr. Welts will also draw 
a parallel between a model 
franchise and the NBA's 
marketing program to show 
what positions organizations are 
hiring for. 
Welts graduated from the 
University of Washington at 
Seattle. where he received a 
degree in communications. After 
graduation. he worked for the 
Seattle Supersonics. an NBA 
franchise. until he moved to 
New York and accepted the job 
with the National Basketball 
AssOCiation. He has been super-
vising the Media Relations 
Department, as well as 
developing marketing strategies 
for special events. league 
promotion. and individual 
franchises for tht> past four 
vcars. 
· Tht> Associate Director of 
Marketing for the Olympic 
Regional Development 
Authority, Mr. .James R. Kirk. will 
discuss the concept of 
marketing for the sports 
participant. He will describe the 
birth, development. and 
expansion of marketing 
strategies for all the Olympic 
Facilities. These facilities include 
the Olympic Center, Mount van 
Hoevenberg. White Face 
Mountain. and Gore Mountain. 
Mr Kirk will also address the 
availability of job oppurtunities 
in the sports marketing industry. 
as well as the career path 
graduates should expect. 
Kirk did his undergraduate 
work at !3rockport State 
THINKING ABOUT ISRAEL? 
Programs Fair- Wednesday, Feb. 19 
Egbert Union - /Oam-4pm 
Balloons - Buttons - Brochures 
Info. on Summer, Semester, & Year 
Programs, both academic & non-academic 
Returner's Forum- same day, 7:30pm CHAPEL 
Have you ,ever been to Israel? Come share stories 
and expenences. Have you arer been to Israel? 
Come hear your peers talk a out it. 
HOWARD ERLICH asst. Dean, H&S, will join us. 
(he is just back from· Sabbatical in Jerusalem) 
for more Into; 
sponsored by:FRIENDS of ISRAEL 274-3323 
University and received his 
Masters in Sports Management 
at the university of 
. Massachusetts. He has been 
working for the Olympic 
Regio,nal Development Authority 
since its inception four ye,ars ago 
in 1982. Mr. Kirk is in charge of 
policy development, promotion, 
and advertising of all the 
Olympic facilities to the 
consumer. 
Mr. Welts and Mr. Kirk will 
possibly be joined by a member 
from the Buffalo Bills. Turner 
Broadcasting. Pro Servr 
trepresenatives of pro athletes). 
or a local professional farm club. 
They will discuss some of tht' 
remaining aspects of sports 
marketing which include 
consumer goods marketing, 
t'ndorsement advertising, and 
agent-athlete promotion. 
New director 
from page I 
students don't avail themselves 
of the services here?" 
Dr. Ballard says that about half 
the students on this campus 
either go to emergenly rooms, 
to doctors in downtown Ithaca. 
or to specialists in their 
hometowns for health care. Dr. 
Ballard feels that a good part of 
this situation has to do with the 
fact that many students aren't 
aware of all of the services of 
the Health Center. He hopes to 
get more information to students 
in their summer orientation 
periods, in addition to continuing 
the education of parents and 
resident assistants. 
When asked what the most 
prominant health problems that 
students are treated for at the 
Health Center were. Ur. Ballard 
said, "respiratory infections. 
such as the common cold or 
bronchitis are most prevalent." 
He added that the second most 
common disorders among 
college students are sexually 
transmitted diseases. such as 
Chlamydia. Ithaca College L<; one 
of a very few schools that can 
do Chlamydia testing right on 
campus. 
The Ithaca College Health 
Center is one of eight colleges in 
the nation associated with the 
Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Hospitals. The Health 
Center also contains a 
counseling center and a dentist's 
office (within the building) for 
student use. 
Sports marketing is a relatiVt'ly 
new field in the business and 
athletic arenas. Its stage of 
clt'velopment can be comparrd 
to marketing in the bankin~ 
industry 10-15 years ago. "It is 
now being treated as a S<'iencr." 
said Ri('k Welts, "organizations 
art' approaching ii from a 
business standpoint rather than 
a sport orientation." 
"Courses of study providing 
adequate management training 
for professional positions in 
sports which has twc·n 
warrt'nlt'd by the inm·ased 
1·ompe'lition within the sports 
leisure and entt'rtainm1·nt 
indllstry," Ls how .James· Kirk 
d<·fines sports markt'ting. 
Collt·gcs .ind uni\'ersities ha,·t· 
also walized the need lor 
rnc1rkcting in sports. and ,ire 
beginning to otfer sports 
rnanagemrnt and mark1·ting 
rnrrirnlums. When organiza11rn1'> 
arnl firms offer ntret'r positions. 
tlwy don't ne('essarily look for 
people with degret's in sports 
marketing, hut choose from <1 
diwrsc rnnge of majors ,mcl 
ha<"kgrouncls. 
WOOL 
FOR THE 
WINTER HIKER 
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.s!lm~~~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AURAMIS APARTMENTS 
South ~ill Location 
2-6 Bedrooms 
Available 
Heat Included 
272-3389 
OR 
Carpeted 
Furnished 
272-0307 
SOCKS 
GLOVES 
CAPS 
TROUSERS 
SHIRTS 
SWEATERS 
$/.95 
2.85 
4.95 
6.50 
9.95 
/9.95 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HOLL Y'S SURPLUS 
• Next To U·Haul ..... , e 347 Elmira Rd .. Ithaca ~ 
272-9722 
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Rosen defeats obstacles 
from page I 
them. I arranged to get three 
credits for doing it," says Rosen. 
. school. But motivation has come 
out of my frustration." 
"We \vrite our own mdio corn-
merrials and present it to the 
perspective clients: Our hook is 
comedy. I've done everything 
for myself." smiles the native 
New Yorker. "I created a need. 
A need that buyers didn't know 
they had." 
"We kid him by sc1ying that lw 
should win the golden tongue 
award. But. we·re sure that thL'> 
talent will get him far in the 
business." says roommates. 
Alan Klein c1nd Steven Perrine. 
:\she gets up to leave. Rosen 
perrnancntly places the -Scotrh 
l«JJ)(' on th!' table and trl!'!> to un-
lip hL'> ski jacket again. He !>t,1tc!> 
that, "(0 \·entuc1lly I want to go in-
to prime-time telcvLc;1on if I can 
("Ver get this jacket unzipped!" 
Gary Rosen pull'> the jarket 
over hL.:; head and concludes. "I 
think 11'!> time for a new jacket " 
He worked on two public ser-
vice announcements for the 
hospital. One involved an inside 
look on a surgery, while the 
other show covered Tompkins 
Community Hospital's rehabilifa-
tion center. Both half hour 
shows were cablecasted locally. 
Rosen's next ronquest was to 
work for C-Span, a cable televi-
sion network located in 
Washington. In a politics rourse, 
Rosen wrote a paper about C-
Span. He called C-Span and ask-
ed if he could work for them on 
an internship. He didn't even go 
through the n~mnal application 
process: he was hired on the 
Rosen was accepted on Ithaca 
College's waiting list. He stayed 
with his choice of I.C. and was 
accepted into its Exploratory 
program. He was eventually ac-
cepted. after hard work, into the 
School of Communications. He 
began to work on WICB-T\' dur-
ing his freshman year. He work-
ed on shows such as Grid Iron, 
Sports Week, Panorama. and Senior class notes 
spot. '" 
During Rosen's stay in 
Washington, he had already · 
established a tie with Cornell's 
Johnson Museum. When he 
returned, he went to the 
museum to secure a position. 
They excepted him with· open 
anns. He became the executive 
producer for their public service 
announcement. 
'Tm kind of a perfectionist," 
says Rosen as he. again, picks 
up the tape. "We shot the com-
mercial but it was only average 
so we'll be shooting it again in 
three weeks." 
II took hard work to start his 
career. Rosen had to fight many 
obstacles that appeared. 
"First, I had to overcome a 
learning disability. I have dyslex-
ia. No one thought I'd even 
make it to rollege," grins Rosen. 
"I was only a _C· student in high 
Working II Out. 
"I got really tired of WICB-TV. 
Nobody cared about the quality 
of the shows." states Rosen. 
"They weren't unified and it 
seemed that they were only out 
for themselves. WICB-iV should 
be a rommunity effort." 
Rosen is expanding his 
clientele into the radio market 
and has three new clients pen-
ding. This is another example of 
his fight for experience. 
By Ernie Merckens 
Anyone looking forward to the 
magical day of graduation in 
about 90-some days, was 
certainly depressed about the 
lack of prime party time with 
their friends last Friday at the 
Forty. Unfortunately, and due to 
,the heavy-duty snowstorm, the 
100 days party had to be 
cancelled at the last minute. The 
, roads were quite haz.ardous and 
· generally unfit for driving. For 
everyone's safety, we called it 
off. 
Your Senior Class officers. 
· however, firmly believe that 
there is nothing like a full-blown. 
get down and boogie party to 
.chase those mid-semester 
winter blahs away. To this end. 
· we encourage everyone to roll 
out to the Forty on Friday night 
Student Government 
. . -
Awareness Week 
Student Government presents 
Student Government Awareness 
Week. This week has become a 
yearly tradition which is geared 
towards letting the student know 
who we are, what we do, and 
how you can get involved. 
Student Government invites the 
student body to the spedol tables 
which will be set up in the Union 
from February 17-21. At each 
table there will be representative[ 
from Student Government and 
other campus organit.ations who 
wm do their best to inform you 
on any questions you may have 
regarding campus issues. 
There are many things you 
may not know about Student 
Government. You may wonder 
what we have done, how we 
influence the college 
community, and what our goals 
are for the future. In just the 
school year '85·'86, Student 
Government has installed new 
lights outside the health center. 
arranged for new change 
machines in the library and 
Textor. and organized a free 
shuttle service which runs 13 
hours a day, from Textor to NCR 
to the Hudson Heights. 
Currently, Student Government 
is also looking into requests for 
change in the add/drop periods 
see student needs page 4 
February 2Ist for the 86 DAYS 
PARTY!!! We know with 
everyone's prticipation the Forty 
wiU definately be rockin' and hot 
and a guaranteed great time. 
Other events and dates to 
remember include: ' 
THE DATING GAME: Tonight. 
Thursday, February 13th at 
8:00pm in the Pub. Come watch 
the Ithaca College vesion of the 
popular game show! 
THE GREAT WINTER 
CARNIVAL VALENTINE'S DAY 
HAPPY HOUR: Friday, February 
14th from 4:00 to 6:00pm in the 
Pub. Sponsored by the Senior 
Class and SAB, featuring the 
"Wintertime Fashion Show" -and 
you know it's gonna be fun! 
(Bring your sweetheart. or come 
meet one!) 
86 DAYS PARTY: Friday, 
February 21st from 9:00pm to 
1:00am at the North Forty. Be 
ready to party! 
CASS P t\RK SKA TING AND 
BONFIRE PARTY: Saturday, 
March 1st at r,ass Park rink. 
Sponsoresl by the Senior Class 
see senior week page 4 
Can you fill these shoes? 
co 
CD 
a, 
... 
These shoes belong to the editor in 
chief of THE ITHACAN ''The Student 
Newspaper for Ithaca College. ''If you 
have strong leadership and organiza-
tional skills, creative talents, the ablility 
to achieve your goals, and the desire to 
work in a corporate setting they will 
probably fit. 
Pick up and return completed applications 
at THE ITHACAN offices in Landon Hall 
or at the Office of·c~mpus Activities in the 
Egbert Union. 
DEADLINE for applications i_s March 7 at 4pm 
L_ ____ ...:::···=·--=--=--=-=---=-=·c...:....· ---==~--·---------------·-----·· ... 
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Students' needs resolved 
from page 3 · 
and the parking situation on ment influence and contribute to · Congress is a panel which 
involves all of the Student 
Government members plus 
representatives from all on and 
off campus housing, from each 
club as well as each of the 
schools. These representatives 
are the contact between fellow 
students and Student Govern-
. ment. They forward complaints. 
ideas and other viewpoints into 
our discussions which are held 
every Tuesday night. These 
meetings are also held to review 
budget and funding. Student 
Government allots $163,000. a 
year to various clubs and 
organizations, including Model 
U.N., Afro Latin SOCiety, German 
Club, SAB, TUBA players and 
many sports clubs ranging from 
Karate and Bowling to the Skiing 
and Outing Club. Along with 
funding clubs, Student Govern-
ment also gives 1-s Merit scholar-
Student Coalition (ISC), on a Tap 
campaign which is fighting the 
Gramm-Rudman act in 
Washington. This act, if 
enforced, would mean vast cuts 
in the federal budget spending 
which in tum would also mean 
vast cuts in financial aid for 
students in colleges all around 
United States. In New York, the 
same committee (ISC) is 
lobbying for a tuition ~istance 
program. Both Washington D.C. 
and New York levels oh which 
the Tap campaign is working 
have the ultimate goal of letting 
youth be allowed a chance to 
further education through 
financial aid. 
Studef!I_. ~yem~~nt. has 
sponsored speakers such as 
Kurt Vonnegut and Geraldine 
ferraro. Student Government 
feels that speakers such as 
these, and more speaker space 
will enhance campu., activity 
and mor.e importantly it Will 
enhance awareness. 
campus. These are just a few the Ithaca College community? 
examples of how Student This may be answered in temlS 
Government continuously of Student Congress as well as 
works with student concerns. where Student Government 
How does Student Govern- places it's funds. Student 
PlansTor Seni8r Week arrange· 
from page 3 
and the Garden Apartment Senior Week plans ar,d events, 
Hopefully the reader will now 
have a better understanding of 
Student Government and where 
the possibilities lie. As an 
organization we cannot function 
without the active voice of the 
student body, since that is what 
we represent. Come and inquire 
more during Student Govern-
ment Awareness Week, 
February 17-21. Representatives 
will answer all questions and let 
you know how you can take an 
active roll with a hard working 
team that realizes, "The 
possibilities are endless." 
Resident Staff. Watch for details and drop them in the Senior 
in the coming weeks! Class mailbox located in the 
SENIOR CLASS SEMI-FORMAL: Student Government office, 
Friday, March 2Ist from 9:00pm second floor, Egbert Union. You 
to 1:ooam at the Holiday Inn. Get know who we are, and we want 
your dates NOW! Let's make to know who you are. Get in 
Student Government is also 
working for more speaker space 
and speakers for Ithaca College. 
Students, clubs and organiza-
tions should be heard as well as 
be able to hear. In the past 
this the best semi-formal ever! touch with your Senior Class 
we need your ideas and 
feedbackl Please write down 
any helpful suggestions about 
how to improve the upcoming 
semi-fOJ'!ll~ or thougfits about 
officers: let's hear what you 
have to say! 
If you're wondering whether 
we're having fun yet, let me 
assure you, WE AREi 
ships to students with 
Graduate program for 
continuing education 
outstanding grade point 
averages of 3.6 or above. It 
might be added that applications 
Apartments and Houses. 
Now Showing for ·Next School Year 
for these scholarships can be We have one thru five bedrooms 
found in the Student Govern- artments and Houses THAT ~ from page 2 
and faculty. An orientati9n ls 
conducted for arriving graduate 
students. Fisher, who has 
actively taken part in previous 
orientations described the 
experience. "The graduate 
orientation here at Ithaca College 
takes place two to three days 
prior to dasses. There are not as 
many people involved as in the 
undergraduate school. For 
example, within the Physical 
education program the faculty is 
present and each infomlS the 
graduate about the specific 
courses available. Then there is 
a question and answer period. 
That evening there is a social 
event, which both faculty and 
students can attend. Each 
student is given the opportunity 
to meet the professors. This 
orientation provides valuable 
information necessary for the 
upcoming semesters. 
Along with a Masters degree in 
the specialized areas, the Ithaca 
graduate student has the 
opportunity to apply for an 
assistantship. This simply 
means that in return for teaching, 
coaching, tutoring .or any other 
required assistant duties, the 
student shall receive free tuition 
- .~, ...... ,, ·' , Clearance 
. •' . . ' ,, ·~ ,, 
All 
credits and a certain amount of .. ~n~on~. office, 3rd floor Egbert RE FURNISHED near I. C. 
Th · h. ana lJown:own rA money. e assIStants ips are "So," you say, "Student \iDI 
extremely competitive within Government has completed a lot Call 
the divisions. Fisher stated. in the past, but what is in store Carey - Property Management · 
"Since 1969, there has not been for the future?" Ithaca College 
an increase in the graduate Student Government is working for more details at 273·1669 
assistantship funding, however, hard with the Independent _ . · 
currently being discussed is the ----------------------------- _ 1 possibility of a substantial TS 
increase." Along with the I.C. STUDEN I Ithaca College 
possibility of receiving an I 
assistantship here at Ithaca DRYCLEANING- I SPECIALS 
College, the student shall ,v ASH-N-FOLD I 
receive a close unity with the SHIRT LAUNDRY 1
1 
________ _ 
faculty and be able to feel as I I 
they have a name and not a SEWING and ALTERATIONS I I PRINTS FOR I m~~~ the undergraduate CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY! 1 2 Ts'!;rNR~~I~: 1 1 
program, the student will leave NOW AVAILABLE I I Bring any color negative film ! 
graduate school with a Masters I I for developing and printing I 
degree in one of the four areas I Tues~ays & Thurs(fays- Call 273-7121 by 8:00am •, I W~i:cl~ttJro !~ 1:i~ !~ I 
stated earlie, Like the I and receive 2 prints for the I 
undergraduate program, the I Special with this coupon- Month of February I I pico of 1. I 
student will leave with a solid I Sweaters- I. 75 each (no limit) I I one Coupon Per Ron. Exp. 3/15/86 
education and a feeling of I I 1-----------I 
accomplishment. · 1 _______ ::0:::::::e::::: ________ _,I 1
1 
50 o/c FRESH I 
0 KODAK I I FILM Everyone's talking_about I o,scouNT 1 
A A...... 
I Bring any film for processing 
1
1 
:c I to Ithaca Photo with this ad 
Iii 
I and receive like size and type I film at 50% off from list price 
a...l.iiiiiiaaaillli•- I OnoCouponPerRoll hp3/1S/86 I G-'t6, l"i=Ree ___ s;;--t 
, , :;:· ;, 
< > ~ & ',,: ,: > ; 
I COLOR SATIN FINISH I I WITH BORDERS I 
Bring any color negative film I I for d•v•loplng and printing I I laizes 135. 126 Ot' 1101 to Ithaca 
I Pl>oto with thla a&i and receive I a certificate for a Free 6x 7 of I I your choice. Lone Coupon Per Roll. Exp 3/15/86 I 
. f iEPiiNrSPeci;;-1 
I 10 FOR $2.99 ·I 
I SA TIN FINISH II 
· I Bring thla coupon with y.;ur I color negative of same size I 
I and type to Ithaca Photo. I \ Sizes 135, 126 or 110 only. 
'I One Coupon Per Order. Exp. 3/15/861 1-----------1 
, I 3 5x7COLOR 1 I ENLARGEMENTS I I I FOR THE PRICE OF I 
I Bring any color negative I I t1ize11 135 or 1261 to Ithaca I Photo and receive 3 6x7 color I 
· I ~~:!ri::';o~':t99'."Se~1~ ~~~ 1
1 I with border•. I One Coupon Per Order. Exp. 3/15/86 I ___ .... ______ ___ 
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IMAGE IMAGE 
The lowest prices of the year. Open 9:00a.m. to 9:00p.m.· 
JVC RXIIOB 
:ZS./d11 Dips.al a.c:,.... 
PIONEER SXV313 
4-/diltec-'wr, ........ _ 
(saveS64) $899.5 
(aaw, $101) $999. 5 
( .. ve$80) $}299.5 
~~:=-KA92B $}4995 
A.a,rlilkr (aa\le $160) • 
SONYTAAX500 
... ,dr.1 .. ..,.,.. 
-· ONKYOTX27B 
.....,c: .. ~. 
-·-ONKYOTX65B 
"5.11,/dilllpialT ..... 
(uve$lll) $}899.5 
( .. vem, $ I 999.5 
(uve$141) $3499.5 
CARVER M200X $26995 
121•/c•r...n ~ (Mve $95) • 
ONKYO TX37B $26995 
55-tc:• Dltlaal a.c__, (aa\l• SIDI) • 
<¥W TAPE DECKS ~ ""!),. ____ at'".,-
TECHNICS RS907 $6995 
o.Avll ... ..ttnac1tC--:-(1U1veS60) • 
KENWOODKX42B $7995 
[)olltvU.C,.....&c:~• (aaveS71) • 
~~CTS55H ( .. ve$9l)$I499.5 
S0NYTCW3 
~~-· (..,ve$41) $ 1599.5 
~OT~B $}6995 
._  (uvoSIOO) • 
AIWAADS20 
........ .,...ll&C, 
-·-
( ... ve sso, $ I 999.5 
(oaveS151) $2999.5 
"'~COMPACT DISCI;;,. 
~ PLAYERS ~., 
TEACPD22 
~ 
ONKYODX150 _ ......... 
··-
AIWADXl500 
W......,....c_,....a, 
--SONYCDP302 
-· 
,,._..c:o.f.l'OI 
(..,v;$130) $2299.5 
( .. ve$84) $2799.5 
("1ve $101) $ 34 99.5 
(""ve$150) $3999.5 
HARJIIAN KARDON HD500 $49995 ~-~ (Nve-$175) • 
DBX DX3 $52995 
~9!·~--•(M\.'£ $70) e 
ALPINE5900 $44995 
ea., CD ... ,,_ (tave $ISi) • 
CARVER CD PLAYER $49995 
DislbilC_,.la.. (W.ve$J9()) e 
Some quantities are limitedi however, 
Ra1nchecks are available on selected 
items. Sorry, no trade-ins on sale 
prices. A 11 power ratings per FTC . 
No dealers, please. Intermediate 
markdowns may have been taken. Not 
responsible for misprints. 
iC SPEAKERS ~ e~~LES ~ 
BECKER200 
2-ii6"'........,. 
INANrrY RSII 
·--~--'"'· .-.. .... 
JBLJ216 
~6112"'•/Tl.X .. _,..,. .... 
B&WDMIOO s,..__., .... , 
.. .n--M.prk•l 
EPI A-10 
t....,1-., .... i...c~ 
m.c1ca11 
(&ave $71) $69~5 
(&ave $21) $99~5 
(&0ve $21) $} 79~5 
(save $42) $} 79~5 
, ... v. $101) $} 99~5 
ADVENT PRODIGY $24995 
~~--.. -•c..lrt.sa (uvc $50) • 
JBLJ.320A $29995 
~!. nt....i.:--c .. ,.. (uve $80) • 
INANrrY6B 
=~c.w-t , .. v. $120) $4 99~5 
~BX s .. ou-:DAELD 10 $99900 
.:::':':.:1 (Ill.Vt' $249) e 
~ CAR STEREO) 
MAJESTIC MS6540 
4"' .... IIC"'9 ...... r9 
SANYO FTU5B $4995 
AM-I'll ....... caaa., .. ~ (save $25) • 
AR6CS ( .. ve $70) $999.5 
ALPINE 7151 $ }3995 la-4au,AN,.fMu.adl• , 
·~·-, ~\It!: $61) • 
ALPINE 7171 $ }9995 
~~ua.f··~u,...sso> • 
HARJIIAN KARDON CHI.SO 
--':!...~- $34995 =-~-· (1,!1ve$100) • 
SON\' PSLX240 
w,,.l"W9.._._,._..k, 
·-· 
TECHNICS SLB921 
S.-...S-tlc,kb4riw, 
·-· 
(,.v,$41) $599.5 
, .. , .• $31) $699.5 
PIONEER PLXIOO 
U-..rt.-.c.kJat1iclt'-ri .... 
T•ntaW. 
SON\' PSI.X550 
U...,1.-.c.11.J.tP,_s1, 
hlDy•to.atk: 
('4v, $61) $99~5 
('4ve$40) $ }29~5 
~~~~..... $}6995 
tlbwc::t ~ 1uvc $75) • 
J PORTABLES & ~ 
, WALKPERSONS,. 
SANYOMGR66 
.UC-FM~._._, 
FFA ....... ('4ve$13) $34~5 
~~~............ 6)$59~5 o..a.v, .. ,......__... 1u.veS1 
AIWAHST200 
AM-FM c:_...n., o.n.,i, _,._ 
---
PANASONIC RXFIJ 
AM•FMl...,....NIICIN"ll,n,, 
---PANASONIC RXC41 
('4ve$16) $84~5 
('4Ve $40) $99~5 
........ __....., ..... , $}2995 
_, • ..-.,..,......EQ, • 
~ ....,._.,er (a.ave $40) 
AIWACAW.SO 
~-~T"'" $}9995 
-•~ . Q,(u.ve $30) • 
''Ithaca's only audio-only store!'' 
SOUND IMAGE 
119.5 Dryden Road • Ithaca 
272-3713 
"4. EQUALIZERS ~ 
) . -
~~~.~ .... _,, (&ave$81) $39~5 
KENWOOD GE348 $5995 
1-baall, 1-c:...._, EO (a.ave $91) • 
SON\' SEQ 120 
TEACEQAIO 
l~,2-<.llaa_.EQ 
(aave$21) $799.5 
(uve 561) $99~5 
SON\' SEQ-II $ }3995 11 ....... 2-ci..-lEQ 
6 •• 120Bs.i. c .. v. $170) • 
'4 TAPE & ~ 
'1t ACCESSORIES r 
LIMIT 10 PER CUSTOMER 
MAXELL UD1190 
TDKSA90 
MAXELL XUI 90 
SON\' UCX-590 
mh $} '7.9 
mh$17.9 
mh$}'7.9 
uch $} ~9 
.. ch $2\9 
NEW TAPE from TRIAD 
MGX-90 metal tape $299 
(uve $2) eoch • 
EMX-90 metal tape for $249 
chrome tape po•ition (a.ave $2) ellch • 
FX90 normal bia• $} 99 
(&0ve 52) ,och • 
MAJESTIC MHIO 
LI,li.1-'1•11~ 
MAJESTIC 
DISCWASHER D4 
RECORD CLEANER 
SON\' MDR20L 
( .. ve $5) $4~5 
(oaveS7) $3~5 
( .. ve S6) $9~5 
(&0Ve $5) $} 49.5 
:.!:.ie.._._.._<_1,n( .. ve $50) $79~5 
PICKERING TLE, 
APATURE MAUI 
~~'?i"c.e::~ ---s 
AKG PlO 
~1 ...... nil-•I c•ll'I.,..,_ 
AUDIO TECHNICA 
DUHGUND\' 
CLSS.001 •l ...... rd -•• 
cartnds,r T Of' ol , .. I... 
(aave $30) $ I 9~ 5 
(uv• S50) $39~5 
, .. w. $5) $44~5 
Electronics 
... at home, at work, 
and on the go! 
.f~bruary 13, 1986 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Peer 
Advisors 
Applications for the position of 
Peer Advisor in the School of 
Business are available in the School 
office on the 4th noor of the New 
Academic Building. Students 
majoring in Business who have 
attended the College for at least two 
semesters, who have at least a 2.75 
cumulative grade point average and 
who have an interest in couseling 
other students on academic matters 
are encouraged to apply. The 
deadline for applications is Friday, 
Fehn 1r1rv 14th. 
Financial 
Aid 
Employment 
· The Financial Aid Office has 3 
openings for student employment. 
We are offering &12 hours per week 
to begin after Spring Break through 
the end of the semester. Students 
must also be available for full-time 
summer employment. Only 
sophomores and juniors on financial 
aid will be considered. Please 
contact carolyn Barkley at the 
Financial Aid Office as soon- ·as 
possible to arrange· an interview. 
Hours: Moo-Wed. 9-4:30pm, 274-3L3L 
F Ford Auditorium 
Music N = Nabenhauer Room 
February 13 
Syracuse Symphony 
Orchestra, (F) 8: 30 p 
February 15 
Grad. Horn, Heidi 
Farbstein, (N}l:00 p 
Soph. Horn, Richard 
Graef, (N) 3:00 pm 
Jr_ Voice, Robert 
Zuber, (F) 4: 00 pm· 
Cayuga Chamber 
Orchestra, (F) 8:15 p 
February 16 
Jr_ Trombone, Thomas 
Verrier, (N) 1:00 pm 
Faculty Recital, 
Georgetta Maiolo, 
Flute, (F) 3:00 pm 
Grad- Piano, L n Elle 
Thornblad, (F) 8: 15 p 
February 17 
Percussion Ensemble & 
Ragtime Ensemble, (F) 
8:15 pm 
February 19 
Guest Artist, Paul 
Badura-Skoda, Piano, 
(F) 8:15 pm 
February 20 
Faculty Recital, 
Chamber Music, (Fl 
8:15 pm 
February 21 
Wind Ensemble, (Fl 
8:15 pm 
Applications 
for 
Communication 
School 
A limited number of students will 
be accepted in the programs of the 
School of Communications 
beginning in the fall 1986 semester. 
Applications will be available in-the 
office of the Dean of Communica-
tions Monday, February 10th. The 
deadline for applying is 4:00pm on 
Monday, February 24th. 
The followng applications will be 
accepted: 
1. Applications from students of any 
other unit of IC who wish to apply 
for transfer to any department of the 
School of Communications; 
2. applications from TV-R majors 
who wish to apply for the 
Communications Management 
major; 
3. applications for Olmmunictions 
majors who wish to apply for a 
Business Minor. Priority will be given 
to Cinema and Photography majors 
and Corporate/Organizational Media 
majors; 
4. applications from students of any 
unit of IC who wish to apply for the 
following minor programs: audio 
production, scriptwriting, 
advertis~public relations, sports 
communication, organizational 
communication, or photography. 
On Wednesday, February 19th. 
. Scott Olds, an AsSOciate Professor 
of Health Education, and Duncan 
MacDonald. an I.C. Baseball player. 
will lead a discussion on the health 
implications of smokeless tobacco. 
The discussion will take place in 
Textor 103, at 7:00pm. 
Ithaca 
Biillet 
On Saturday. February 15 at 4pm 
Backstage at the Kirov - the mm. 
State Theatre, Ithaca. An outreach ' 
project of the Ithaca Ballet. 
Admission is S3.00; group rates 
available. Reservations, information:, 
call 272-8986. 
Business 
Minors 
H&S siudents who want to apply 
for the business minor can pick up 
applications and infonnation on 
eligibility at the H&S Dean's Office 
(206 Muller) now. Applications are 
due back in the H&S Dean's Office 
b March_7. 
Amani 
Singers 
The Amani Singers will be 
participating in the Protestant 
Servioes this Sunday, February 16, at 
U:30am)n the_Chapel.. 
Calnpus 
Theater 
Events 
THE SEA HORSE 
Feb. 13-15 (new dates) 
ANTIGONE 
Feb. 25-March I 
BACK BOG BEAST BAIT 
April 1-5 
SWEET CHARITY 
April 22-26 
There · will be a 4Pm and 8pm 
performance of THE SEA HORSE on 
February 13 (this is a student directed 
show and no admission will be 
charged for this show only). 
Also, on April 26, there will be a 
2pm and 8pm perfonnance of 
SWEET CHARITY. 
All events will be held in the 
Dillingham Center for the Performing 
Arts and will begin at 8pm with the 
above exceptions. 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports 
February 15 
Student 
Government 
Awareness 
Week 
Student Government Awareness 
Week is here, February 17-211 Look 
for tables set up in the Egbert Union 
· and other sources of infonnation to 
· find out more about Student , 
Govenunent. Learn how you can get . 
. involved with the team where the, 
"possi~ilities are endless." 
Art 
Exhibit 
The College's Handwerker Gallery 
is presenting an exhibit of art by 
three University of Lousville 
professors. The exhibit, titled 
"Souvenirs," features works that 
portray the events and mementos of 
.the artists' past travels. The show 
will run through February 28. The 
gallery is open from 2:00pm to 
9:00pm Monday through Thursday 
and 2:00pm to 5:00pm on Friday, 
and is located on the first floor of the 
Caroline Werner Gannett center. 
Etcetera 
February 13 
"A Minor Altercation" 
sponsored by Afro-
Latin Society, ALS 
Room, West Tower, 7:01 
February 13 
ecruiting Days at 
heraton Inn, 
ponsored by Career 
lanning & Placement 
ffice 
February 13 
lchoholics Anonymous 
eeting, Phillips Room 
hapel, 7:00 - 8:00 pm 
IC Women's Basketball 
vs. Nazareth, 2:00 pm 
(H) 
February 13 
appa Gamma Psi 
ush Party 
pm 
Classic Films present• 
"Stalag 17", Textor 
102, 7:30 - 10:30 pm 
February 14-15 
SAB Films presents 
The Sure Thing, Texto1 
102, 7 & 9:3J pm 
February 14 
ecruiter Raytheon, 
ee Career Planning 
or Details 
February 15-16 
C Forensics Tourna-
ent, Textor & Friend 
Women Direct Series alls, 9:00 am - 6:00 
presents Camilla, Uri m 
Auditorium, Cornell 
Cinema, 9:4~ pm 
February 16 
SAB Films presents 
An Officer and a 
Gentleman, Textor 102 
7 & 9: 30 pm 
February 19 
Women Direct Series 
presents A Portrait 
of Anorexia Nervosa, 
Textor 102, 7:00 pm 
FebruarY...2Q_ 
"New Moa.d" sponsored 
by Afro-Latin Society 
ALS Room, West Tower, 
7:00 pm 
Classic Films present 
"Dead Reckoning", 
Textor 102, 7:30 -
10:30 pm 
February 20-21 
SAB presents Closer, 
Crossroads, 8:00 pm 
The Sea Horse, Arena 
Theatre, 8:00 pm 
SAB Films presents• 
Cocoon, Textor 102, 
~30 pm 
February 17-18 
hysical Education 
tudent Teacher 
eminar, Egbert Union 
9:00 am - 3:00 pm 
February 18 
anel discussion 
ponsored by Landon 
!all Council, Science 
202, 7: 30 pm 
February 19-20 
ecruiters, Abraham & 
trauss, See Career 
lanning for Details 
February 19 
EAD-YER-SHIP WORKSHO 
"How To Put The Wind 
ack in Your Groups' 
ails", Crossroads, 
3:00 - 5:00 pm 
February 20 
eadings of poetry an 
fiction, Mu~ler Chape 
7:30 pm 
.. 
February 16 
resident's Host Com-
ittee Mtg_, Chapel 
:30 pm 
aming Club Mtg. , 
riends 204, 7:00 pm 
February 17 
1 Anon Meeting, 
hillips Room, Chapel, 
8:30 - 10:00 pm 
February 17 
IC Men's Varsity "B" 
Basketball vs. 
Cortland State, 6:00 
pm (H) 
IC Varsity Men's 
Basketball vs_ 
Cortland State, 8:DO 
pm (H) 
February 18 
IC Women's Basketball 
vs. University of 
Buffalo, 7:00 pm (H) 
February 18 
EC/BACCHUS weekly 
tgs., East Tower 
lassroom, 4:00 pm IC Men's Varsity 
Swimming vs. Alfred, 
Student Government Mtg 7:00 pm (H) 
annett 111, 8:00 pm 
February 19 
istory Club Mtg., 
riends 208, 7:30 pm 
February 20 
lcoholics Anonymous 
tg., Phillips Room, 
hapel, 7:00 - 8:00 pm 
February 20 
IC Men's Varsity "B" 
Basketball vs. 
Nazareth College, 
7: 30 pm (H) 
ating Game spon-
ored by the Sr-
lass, Pub, 
gbert Union, 
9:00 pm 
February 14 - H 
AB Winter Carni-
al - See SAB 
ff ice, 3rd 
loor, Egbert 
nion for details 
February 14 
AB Caricatures, 
obby, Egbert 
nion, 11:00 am-
3:00 pm 
·February 15 
uscular Dystro-
hy Association 
ance-A-Thon, 
errace Dining 
all, 9 pm - 9 am 
February 16 
AB Ice Skating, 
uller Chapel 
ond, 2 - 4 pro 
AB Open Mike 
ight, Crossroads 
:00 pm 
ETC. (Continued) February 17 tudent Govern-
ent Awareness 
eek February 21 
ast Day to Withdraw 
i th "W" Block I 
lasses 
Fe9..ruary 19 
eturner's Forum 
E
ponsored by 
· illel, Speaker 
oward Erlich, 
sst. Dean of 
6i s 
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.. .,PE BS.C NA111S.P.E BSQ.~AL.S,,,, 
We met at Qty Helath Oub on Mon. 2/3 
at abu1 4:30. You were sitting by the 
water rooler waiting for a class. I was 
waiting for one of the Nautlus machines. 
We spoke brleRy. I'd like to rontinue the 
conversation. If you would too, please 
call me at 25&2ID4. After tt:OOpm L5 
generally a good time. 
A.P. 
sweetie Pie, 
You've given me more love than I ever 
Imagined. 
P.S. Pass the tissues 
Babe, 
Love Always, 
Your Bal>y Doll 
I have waited so long for your vlSil. 11 will 
be special. 
Kimberly-
Forever, 
Me 
Woof, woof! Happy VD from one Couch 
potato to another. (No Pop1ans11 
• -{iuess Who! 
Dear Pisces, 
Thanks for sarurday night especially the 
hot oil, candles, and Mozart Happy 
Valentine's Day. 
DD 
Signed, 
Jupilor 
SOny I didn't visit you in the hospital. 
Forgive me and be my Valentine. 
MM 
Thomas. 
You've got some funny ideas, but I still 
hke you. Betcha didn't rtunk I'd say 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
-Lynne 
DK . .ff, TL 
To my J most favorite men . llappy 
Valentine's Day! 
Lots or love. 
Kun 
JT· 
Hey then ... there ... Don't FRET. THIS 
VALENTIN'S DAY YOU WIL.l.. NEVER BE 
ALONE, AS LONG AS YOU READ 
ROBERT FROST. Happy Valentin<." uay. 
OK 
DK· 
AM/PM .. Free Again. "If it wasn't for 
their ... 
JT 
Suzanne, 
Be my Valentine · I'll be yours forever! 
I Love You· 
Rlstiy 
Babe, 
Without you. I can't describe how lonely 
this Valentine's Day would be. God · I'm 
glad you made it down. 
Lave. 
DK 
Renee Braun · 
I Lave You. even if you can't cut mr hair. 
Andy l'lrs1 
,Lau, 
My love for you is stronger than ever. 
Happy Valentine's Dayt Soon! Soon! 
SOOnl Ill) 
·Dekay 
Maik, 
Simeon's oo July 7, 1985 was a good 
place to be. Glad you were there! Happy 
Valentine's Day, Babe. Miss you! 
Lave Always, Denise 
P.S. XXXOO 
Janet & Gail-
We miss you guys and we love you. 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Ellen & Lauren 
Toaster. 
Think Nat's! 4'44.S!f II can be done! Just 
believe it. the achieve ii! 
Love. 
Michelle 
Joanie or Linda Blair. 
can·, stop thinking about the telephone 
call we're gonna make 1oge1herl 
Sher. Allison, & Dawn, 
Love. 
Frank 
London isn't the same without you! ... and 
the microwave popcorn. Happ)· 
Valentine's Dayl Mis.s youll 
Spector, 
Love, 
- Demse 
The next time you do 85mph going home 
and get caught by a trooper, pl~ doo't 
say his major ls Frenchl! Happy 
Valentine's Dayll 
Michael 
CH: ' 
Are you ever going 10 call me? Happy 
Valentine's Day. 
• 
Love . 
Jeff 
Kristen-
May all the guys flock to you two days 
before break. Who Is ii nowaday&"? 
J.R. 
l.lJV· 
Mindy 
lllere's only 9-~ days left? I'm still wai1mg 
for your v1s11. Happy Valentine's Day. 
KB 
TL· 
Thanks for laking all the time 10 do those. 
tapes. A Lasagna dinner is definately in 
order for this weekend. 
love Ya. 
Kim 
Hey Bad Brealh: 
Remember your friends? 
I) & J 
I.On, 
I can't tell you how much I miss my httle 
best fnend. Can't wail for Spnng Break. 
I love you. 
-Randi 
FREE 
Pizza 
Dellve~. 
' 
AT. ~l COJDIIR'S 
273-6006 
Becky' Kris & Jen. 
Happy Valentine's Dayt r luv ya! Keep up 
that Jane. 
Me in 914 
416-
l'U alw-dys be the same! Ready 10 listen 
& help. That's what best friends are for. 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
-RU5ebud Mgmt. 
Becky. 
or Becky-babe or Beaky- You give P E.. 
majors a good name. Study hard for 
those GIPPE courses. 
Melinda 
Mindy, 
We all mJSS you and love you. Happy 
Valentine's Day! 
416-
Enough car cra~hcs!! Pontiac loves usl 
Kris and Jen 
You girts arc the bcstll Who's gonna lock 
the door now71 I'll mis.~ you. 
Pete. 
~~n 
"Tongue" 
"Nothing is going to ct1ange my love for 
you" Until! May IS "Wail for me ..... 
"Whenever we're together that's my 
home." I love you always 
-Mddrline 
D.K. 
Happy Valentin~:s Dayt London i!> 3' 
weeks away. Thanks for be ins! there 
G.K 
DeeCee, 
Thanks for the pizza. When art• we Romg 
skiing/I 
"rou Know Who 
Manin. Beth and Wendy. 
Happy V.D., but just don't catch it. 
Jill s 
From the olher 
28-2-8 er 
Thanks for your help on Tue .. ~. Happy 
Vale11tme·s Day. 
Jeff 
Gabby & Renee, 
No one talks on the ~ube ... except Mf..11 
Happy Valentine's Day! (Where L~ Ray's 
underwear'!! 
Love. 
DenL<;i.'. 
Sarah, Michell, Jen. fom & I-lolly, 
What arc we doiaj THIS weekend? 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Dave Rutk., 
Love, 
Kristen 
l..ondon'S@'eal..have1p been 10 a Ground 
Round yet · or a_1 "Pines"! Happy 
Valentine's Dayl Surµrisc<t?? 
Rosen: 
Love, 
DenL'>C 
You're a legend .. .ln ¥our own mind. 
Figure u Out 
Sue Manchoo, 
How yooou do-ing? \Whenever you want 
the beer out of your /ear, don't call mel! 
Happy V-Day since l)obody else would. 
. Michael 
Dear Richard, 
Thank you for being my valentine and 
my besl fnend. I t..dve Youll 
SUzanne 
· Congratulations PeCr and Robin. . 
Frq>m Helen & George 
Andy-
Enjoy Ithaca I oope yoo·re havir~ a ~t 
lime. I'm here if you need me! 
-Na 
Happy V.D~LW .. C.C., LE. 11.S .. and 
C.G.B. 
Dear Shannon, 
Love, 
N.I'. 
I-lave the happiest or binhdays and al<;0 
a wonderful Valentine's Day (sony no 
roses) Dmncr was great, lei's do ii again 
reall soon Whal do you sa)'? 
Gad & Janel 
Happy VD. 
Wilhe. • 
Ill 
-DK 
You're Huge, and Shy so we·u make the 
FlRST move See ya@ the Pines. Hop(' 
ya lei us in 
Dear Jan. 
Your Freshman Fan dub 
West Tower. l'loor 7 
When tunes get tough and its been a few 
weeks. you know what they say 1neie·s 
no reason to look past yow own front 
door11 Sorry this L~ as romantic as 11 getsll 
II .<,hould be ohviou.~ 
Tim. 
I'm so glad you're \\1th me today. I'll love 
you forever. .. 
Endlcs.~ love. 
Rangergirt-
1 guess the effoos fo this prestigious aafd 
have gone to your head. IS 1h15 the reason 
for blowing me off? You arc still the 
()(~51('S1. 
An old lonsi lost frit'nd 
Suzanne. 
Keep smiling! I love ya!I 
A HoocUing 
PA. 
I_ miss your happy fau:, your awesome 
hair. & your beaullful nails · A LOT. 
-Your Utile Boy 
DAG-
You're my SWL'Clhcart forever and don't 
forget that "Sound familiar?" 
• 
·lt-\B 
Rainy-
Happy Valcnune·s Day! Good luck m 
Bos1on. I know you'll make ill ,1. years! 
How did we stand ii? 
Love. 
L·SIC W-sic 
Happy V.D. 10 the best assistant a news 
editor could have. 
DdVC, 
Don't read the next persona.I! 
Jeff. 
Don't tell me what 10 do 
Dave & Jeff. 
HJNNY (,UYS 
TL: 
Love. 
N.P. 
Jeff 
nave 
Did I ever tell you'/ .. Lei's have a repeat 
of Frida}' every weekend. Whooops.ss! 
Jr 
Ray, 
Just bt."cause I'm not here anymore 
doesn't mean you can·, stop by 9041 
Mchnda 
SKATE RENTAL 
ONLY $1.00 AT CASS PARK 
1.0. Required 
l8-2-ll 
Happy V-Day 
"!08" 
AnenllOll all nice CA rnouc, t:bldhaJre(I' 
blue eyed buxom WOMEN: 
Looking for love? 
Please contad n. 
TL· 
I'm a buxom blond, beallllful blue-eyed 
CA THOUC girl looking for SOOlCOOe 1us1 
hke you. Adually, I'm looking for an 1.c. 
calendar man. as loog as he isn't "Mr. ~ 
March" 
BB 
Tl.-
I didn't do 11. 
KB 
KB. KR. JS· 
To a thrcescrne who dt...-<;aVcs more than , 
Just a Happy Valentine's Day. so ... Happy 
Valentine's i'iight, 100. 
DK 
Jeffery. 
I swear. ooc of these night~ l'U win that 
game! Who ever heard or buying a gw1 
throU)!l1 mail order anyway? · 
Lave )'"d anyway. 
Kun 
Hob. 
They're after you Confcs.~. 
The Underground 
Nanc. Kel. Barb. 
Congrdl'S for m.1kinl! Nat's. You all 
deserve roses! 
PAL 3 
Love. 
lllC lloodlings 
When will we ever meet Bnan'I Booglel!I 
AU our love. 
PAL I & 2 
ll.P., 
llow about the Virgin Islands for Spting 
Break'/! I love you! 
-Judy 
AnuJ, ' 
Happy \'-Day, Trooper! l!OAD Tilll'! 
l.oVt', 
Lynne 
Hey CW, 
You dJZZy blonde you. ·111erc·s nevt'r a 
dull JT10men1 m our hvcs. is there'/ 
snookums-
11.Y 
Dinl!Y 
You'll be my special Valcnlme forever 
I love you tons and tons. 4 YourBaby 
PALI 
Even if AleXJS had the pajana look she 
couldn't be half the witch you are. !I'S a 
great yr,ar, love ya. 
PAL l 
Chn.<,, 
You arc an awesome fncnd! 111,mks for 
belll/! !here. SMILE! 
!I, 
I.()\'(', 
Barbara 
Rob<..'rt L5 \\1th me. Gtve 11 up. I am the 
only star of lhe world! 
· The one and only real lla!bam S1re1sa11d 
• 
To the Jap-
Commons bound! C',t,1 ~ycd Have a 
happy Valentine's Day. 
Ganuna Delta 1'1. 
l.lJV )'a 
1llc Tru<"kdrivcr 
You are sure one bunctl fur1-loving 
CRAZIES! (I know because I am one.I 
To the SICK men above Simeons· 
May the caril>u & Seagulls Ill your hvci, 
alw-dyS be "Doing-It"! 
11.Y 
Fran. 
I'm not Guess Who But I'll hme 10 do. 
Happy 2<Hh Birthday. 
Sharon S.· 
I ZOrbik you 
Love. 
ca1h 
Adani H. 
I' 5. Hey, (talking aty tot@) what are you 
doing Fnday? I hke ·!hem'. You aerobic 
maniac! Love, Mc. 
-
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Drinking age disaster: 
Cuomo knuckles 
99tot% PURE 
£;;IJ /4i) fl~ t!I2I 
~~11~w 
®- Go,,., D•H•r·a ,,:,.,or OI= 
T#'#6 Y6A"- -
~""'° k\ya his ""'P - a. ~.i:;,.......,1.· ~\.- \. '"" -.. 
~,._.,~· bt,.r, "'nd ...,;~ +o -.-+ caa\ •• ~ bo;,ttie,,d 
Sf>ill~ "-i,s e•r,...u• ... ..w -..)' ,-~.:s ""' 1o1""' •••• 
under pressures b.it,B . . . TAl(IS oF~, ST/tMPJ/V/, ON my 8U2'2 ! 
To the Editor: 
Governor Mario CUomo's less 
than brilliant move to raise the 
drinking age has been in effect 
for exactly seventy-tv.•o days. 
We've had ample opportunity to 
witness it's whimsical ineffec-
tiveness. At best, the law has · 
become nothing more than an 
inconvenience to those who are . 
under 21. These people still drink 
outside of the oars. Let's look at 
the situation realistically. Very 
few people have had their first . 
drink on their eighteenth or 21st 
birthdays. Think back to the first 
time you were drunk. Chances 
are that it wa<: long before entry 
to college. This le,aves little doubt 
that minors do drink. The point 
is, that no matter what the legal 
drinking age is, those who want 
alcohol, will get alcohol. I must 
make a confession - I am an 
accomplice to the delinquincy of 
a minor. I purchased alcohol for 
my newly underaged brother 
several times during the 
Christmas break. And I will 
continue to do so until he 
beromes of legal age. Why? 
Because I do not subscribe to 
Mr. Cuomos idea. What is. 
worse, I do not honestly believe 
that he does either. 
Without becoming libelous, 
the situation must be analyzed 
from the beginning. How could 
Cuomo pass such a law after he 
was so adamantly opposed to it 
only months before. It's simple. 
Mr. Cuomo knuckled under to 
the pressures of personal 
interest groups like Mothers 
Against Drunk Drivers. That 
organization is another topic in 
itself. In addition to groups like 
MADD, Cuomo also knuckled 
under to the blackmail of the 
United States Government. If the 
law was not passed, New York 
State would lose their funding for 
their highways. While devout 
students of New York State 
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politics may challenge some of 
the details of this case, the 
underlying principle remains 
clear. Mr. Cuomo reversed his 
original position, thus reducing 
the law's credibility. Even within 
the legal language of the law, 
there- remains a lack of credi-
bility. Nowhere in the law does 
it state that it is illegal to 
comsume alcohol. The law only 
prohibits the sale of alcohol to 
minors. This puts the liability on 
bar owners and other liquor 
merchants rather than the 
offending minor. In the state of 
Washington, the liability is 
'placed on the minor. The law 
states that the consumption of, 
and even suspicion of consum-
ing alcohol is a punishable 
crime. This slight alteration of 
"T.J. "and "E. ": The Reader's 
Rebuttle. send in questions and . 
comments (two sentence limit) 
to "T.J!' ancr "E." do the 
Ithacan. EsV:,ert Union (Always 
include your name). 
T.J. Costello 
E. Elnrelnhofer 
language has a considerable 
impact on the drinking habits of 
minors on that state. However, 
this is only one problem with the 
law. There is an inconsistency. 
with law in general and makes ••••••••••••••••••••------------• 
enforcement quite difficult. 
A larger problem with this law 
is the WHY regarding its ap-
pearance as an issue. The ra-
tionale for raising the drinking 
age along with the silly seatbelt 
.law is to decrease the number of 
· alcohol related traffic fatalities. 
Wonderful. A perfectly typical 
bureaucratic approach. When a 
problem arises, blame it on 
something else. Preferably 
something unrelated. Perhaps 
stiffer penalties for OWi's would 
be too rational. Present DWI 
penalties are, while increasing-
ly stiffer, still quite laughable. 
Yes, we've all heard the stories 
of Eastern European nations that 
execute you and your family for 
DWI. By no means am I 
suggesting . such drastic 
measures. But perhaps 
mandatory loss of license, 
longer jail sentences and harsher 
fines would be more effective. 
DWI offense would drop 
drastically. 
Instead, the drinking rights of 
those under 21 have been 
stripped, leaving way to change 
their social habits. As for those 
who sternly believe in the new 
law's effectiveness. I encourage 
them to patronize any of the 
downtown drinking 
establishments. They will be 
quite suprised to find that the 
bars are just as crowded as 
ever. 
The law as it stands is a joke 
and needs to be revised or 
dumped. 
Gregg A. Stacy 
TV/R '86 
1lle following editorials do not 
n~y reflect the opinions 
of the Ithacan staff. All Letters to 
the Editor m~ be received by 
Sunday, 8:00pm at the ~th~ 
Student responds 
to the criticism of 
President Whalen· 
To the Editor: 
I wanted to respond to Mr. 
Adler's article that appeared in 
the January 30, 1986 is.sue of The 
Ithacan. I want to state outright 
that I am a senior and a student 
like Mr. Adler, and not someone 
from the "Publicity" office. In 
the past two years, I have had 
the opportunity to meet with the 
President four times. These 
meetings were not just a few 
minutes long, but for several 
hours. I had lunch with him 
twice last year, went to a 
reception at his house on 
Parent's Weekend, and met with 
him during a meeting of the 
President's Host Corrunittee. My 
point is, how much initiative has 
Mr. Adler taken to meet 
President Whalen? I can't count 
the number of times he has 
accepted invitations to speak in 
Residence Halls. Ask Pi Lambda 
Oli who shows up at every 
Blood Mobile. and ask the 
Physical Therapy Association 
who has shown up to speak at 
the Muscular Dystrophy Dance 
Marathon. The list goes on, and 
I am really wondering, where 
was Mr. Adler when all this took 
place. 
Mr. Adler stated in his article 
office, Landon Hall basement. 
Please include name, and phone 
· number where you can be 
reached. 
that President Whalen owes 
"the · residents of this 
community some shread of 
evidence" of his accom-
plishments. Well here they are: 
the Cerrrache Center, the top 
two floors of the Gannett center, 
the New Building, the New 
Quad, and the new Union. Is this . 
enough or should I go on? As 
well, does Mr. Adler know that 
the endowment fund to this 
college has increased 
dramatically since President 
Whalen has been here? You 
know what an endowment fund 
is? It gives students the 
opportunity to come to this 
college, and for us to have more 
and better faculty. 
How often does Mr .. Adler 
attend a football game? If he 
went to the games he would 
know that President Whalen 
attends each one. As well, the 
President attends at least one 
sporting event for each program 
we have on campus. Where 
was Mr. Adler when all these 
events took place? 
Lastly, many times I have 
driven by Job Hall at night and 
seen the lights on upstairs. 
1Chances are, President Whalen, 
and his staff are hard at work. 
Have you ever even been up to 
the third flOOI" Mr. Adler? YOU 
may be surprised at who you 
~et a chance tq .talk to. . 
Dan Greenwald 
EconJMgmt. '86 
: February 13, 1986 
Hi4den_ inf orm'!~ion surf ac~s: 
End to sil-ence sets 
. . 
a student example 
To the Editor: 
Two years ago, I made a 
mistake. It was a mistake not. 
only in the sense that harm was 
done to myself, but to this 
campus in general. I was 
witness to something that we all 
should have known about. As 
cliche as it sounds, I knew in my 
heart that I should not have gone 
along with the wishes of a few 
in order to keep information 
from many. 
One night, I was presented 
with a story that had taken place 
one year earlier. It seems that a 
member of the housekeeping 
. staff of the dorm had been 
writing a kind of diary and 
keeping it in the supply closet on 
the floor. It was not your average 
diary. In it, the housekeeper had 
created the most horrible 
accounts of rape and murder, in 
both the past and future tense. 
The victims ranged from rollegc 
students to members of the 
author's family. I did not believe 
the story as it was told to me, so, 
with the help of my friends who 
related this tale to me, I broke 
into that closet. we found the 
notebook again. 
What I read as I flipped 
through that diary were the most 
gruesome, disgusting tales I had 
ever seen. They described acts 
similar in nature to those of 
Manson. The author spoke of 
mutilating some of the women 
who are still on this campus 
today. There was a list of every 
person on the floor, with checks 
next to the names. I was told 
that after discovering the book in 
the previous year, the residents 
were told that there was nothing 
that could be done - this 
gentleman's employment was 
intact. I could not believe that a 
full year after this man's 
problem was brought to the 
attention of those in charge. he 
was still passing through the 
hallways of our home. 
Eventually, I brought the book to 
security and they acted. As far 
as I know, the housekeeper was 
suspended until the outcome of 
an unemployment hearing was 
known. Myself, another student. 
and several members of the 
college staff all testified at that 
hearing. I still have my 
subpoena. I learned as I waited 
in city hall that this man had, in 
fact, assaulted a female member 
of the housekeeping staff. I was 
told that he is now barred from 
the Ithaca College campus. I 
was also told not to speak of this 
incident. 
Why, you ask. am I'm bringing 
this up now? For the simple 
Political perspective: 
reason that I believe we all 
should be kept informed of 
issues that relate to our lives. It 
is the responsibility of the 
administraton here, as well as 
each one of us, to give factual 
information about incidents on 
this campus. We have all heard 
rumors about cove,--ups. It 
seems that man~ major 
incidents that occur !here are 
never fully revealed. rr:e should 
not be forced to get the facts 
about assaults, attemp ed rapes. 
accidental deaths, and a host of 
other events through the rumor 
mill. , 
I 
I had the opportunity to go to 
this paper. and I didn'tt1 I had the 
chance to tell wh t really 
happened to everyo e in this 
college, and I didn't. I ;'tuld have 
forced the truth to th~ surface, 
and I didn't. I am than~ful that no 
harm resulted from that inaction. 
That is. no harm that I know of. 
We have a right to ~now the 
truth, It is demeaning jo all of us 
when we are treated. as if we 
can't handle it. we mi' t be kept 
informed if we are t take an 
active role and contro our lives 
for the four years we1are here. 
Or maybe that's exahly what 
they're afraid of. 
David Adler 
TV#R '86 
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK: 
Snow removal 
process lacking 
Parking: "The Final Frontier" - The never ending dilemma of car 
versus parking space (and the lack there of). wm I miss another 
class? Wdl I get out alive? 
Currently, the problem is not the number of spaces; there are 
"additional spaces at NCR. " The problem is the inadequate and 
sometimes non-o:istant snow removal process; at the main 
entrance of Gannett Center, the upper entrance of Friends Hall 
and the parking lots. 
More speciftcaJJy S-lot, and right now the other name would 
be much more appropriate because it would describe how well the 
lot has been cleared. 
Driving a snow plow through the center aisles of a parking lot 
only padjies the situation. One must remove the snow, the key 
word is remove, not barracade cars in with walls of snow. Not 
to mention the car that was completely buried by a snow plow. 
I am offering a few suggestions. First, issue a notice stating that 
parking lots will be plowed during a specijic time on a certain day. 
At this time; snow plows could remove, again remove is the key 
word, the snow while the cars are gone. This was implemented 
two years ago and worked well. 
Alternatively, snow shovels could be used to remove, again 
remove is the key word, the snow from behind cars that are 
currently barracaded in the parking lot. This concept is quite 
similar to shoveling a driveway. Rather time consuming, but 
effective. 
One j,nal idea, while tickets are being issued, which is, 
outrageous to begin with because we're getting ticketed for the 
problem someone else created, have those who issue tickets use 
the shovels in the driveway technique. By the way, it's cheaper 
to park illegally than to caJl for a tow truck to have your car pulled 
out of the snow. 
If someone is planning to respond by telling me it's too 
expensive or time consuming to implement any of these ideas, or 
even make it my responsibility to shovel snow at Ithaca College, 
don't. Co"ect the situation; instead of making this a learning 
experience and then thanking me for cooperating. 
David Klein 
Editor In Chief 
TtfE ITHACAN 
p 
Policy contradictions in question 
To the EdHor: 
As a student in London last 
semester, I occasionally got an 
opportunity to find out about 
issues that were on the minds of 
those across the Atlantic. One of 
those issues was the 
emergence of anti-American 
acitivities by "terrorist" groups. 
It shocked me that European 
airports were engaged in heavy 
security to protect passengers 
from terroriSt activiles. At 
airports in both Rome and 
Vienna, I saw guards in berets 
and fatiques carrying loaded 
sub-machine guns. I had one 
scary experience in Rome 
ronsisting of a guard pointing 
one of these guns in my 
direction as I accidentally 
ventured into a restri<1ed 
area to look for a mens room. 
The Vienna airport also left me 
in a situation where I felt so safe 
that I was scared. There was no 
doubt in my mind that tensions 
would become so high that they 
would eventually result in a 
· serious incident. One week after 
my departure. this same Vienna 
airport claimed victims shot 
dead supposedly by the 
Palestine Liberation 
OrRanization. 
The Reagan Administration 
lays direct blame for these 
attacks on Khaddafi, the military 
leader of Libya. There are 
affluent Americans who are 
offering hundreds of thousands 
of dollars for Khaddafi's 
assasination while at the same · 
time the United States has frozen 
its investments in Lybia. This 
kind of divestment was done in 
a finger snap while the U.S. still 
maintains a relatively friendly 
relationship with the Republic of 
South Africa. Why is this true, 
· you may wonde(? 
One thing we all should realize 
is that Khaddafi has been using 
Libya as a training ground for the 
PLO. The nation in many ways 
serves as their temporary 
homeland. I don't even recall the 
mention of Libyans as 
responsible for the terrorist 
attacks that have occured in 
Europe. Nor do I recall the Arab-
Jewish conflict in Palestine ever 
being resolved. The issue is 
very important because it's a 
conflict between traditional Arab 
rights to parts of this land also. 
It's also complicated by the 
strong religious views of Jews 
and Arabs that seems to have 
conflicted since day one. 
Due to my lack of understan-
ding of the religious interpreta-
tion of both groups and my 
desire to remain an impartial 
observer in this sensitive issue, 
I'd like to end this editorial with 
a few brief points. 
1. If a large and powerful nation 
such as the U.S. is going to use 
its military strength to grant to 
who they see as its original 
dwellers, then they may as well 
give Indians back territory in the 
U.S. or give blacks full control 
over the South African Republic. 
2. Given the U.S. support of the 
contra regime to overthrow 
socialist Nicaragua and the 
classification of contras as 
freedom fighters. they prov<' 
true of ,he phrase "one man's 
terrorist is another man's 
freedom fighter." 
3. If we had a better 
understanding of opposing 
viewpoints. then we would 
realize that militarily intervening 
forces have no real humanitarian 
concern but simply work for 
their own self interest. 
The ronclusion is left for you 
to decide. 
W.E. Durant 
•\ 
·ITHACAN VARIETY 
This week in Arts and Leisure 
A short ·talk with IC 
actor Jeff O'MaHey 
By Alex Mayer 
The following interview with 
Jeff O'Malley, second year_l.C. 
Theatre student, took place at 
the Rosebud, Ragrrlar\'s, a Vid~ 
arcade, and in John Young'S 
room during a recent debacle. · 
Let's start With the 
basics .. Give me your 
impressions of /. C. Theatre. 
"The trouble iS that in an acting 
school in a liberal arts college, 
you can only hope to get a taste 
of the focuses of its teachings." 
After takng a long drag on his 
latest Old Gold, a cigarette that 
his hero, Sam Shepard smokes, 
he continued ... "ldeally, the 
department could stretch the 
BFA program to five years. at 
twelve credits a semester. Right 
now it is very difficult to give 
your all to both theatre and 
classes." . 
Who is your favorite non-
theatre f acuity member? "Zillah 
Eisenstein," he said laughing 
and pulling on his Stadja tennis 
shoes, which looked remarkably 
like black Reebocks. Why do 
you like Zillah? "Anything I say 
is gonna sound like such a 
cheese thing. man ... she helps to 
teach you to speak, and to 
know, and to know when to do 
both." 
What about the cliched nature 
of l.C. students? "Stereotypes 
get in the way a lot.you have to 
learn to see beyond the clothing 
to what's inside people. Artists 
and singeis see jocks as illiterate 
fools - that's not my point of 
view ... and jocks see the same 
way. They think we're geeky, 
New Music Night 
, 
-~---...... Jeff O'Malky, a theater major, comments on Ids obsawtlons at LC. 
oversexed freaks, hypersen-
sitive morons ... neither is true." 
What is your newest project? 
"Sam Shepards 'Back Bog Beast 
Bait' .. .I play a Cowboy bounty 
hunter." 
If you had millons, what would 
you do for this college? 
"Transfer," said.John, his crazed . 
friend. "No," said Jeff, "I'd get 
another jukebox for the 
junction." 
Cucumbers p-lay at Haunt 
By Barbara Danlel and 
AudreyGllbart 
If you managed to make it 
through the snow s&orm on 
Friday night, February 7th, you 
would have found that an 
enjoyable place to be was Toe 
Haunt, to see The CUcumbers. 
The Cucumbers play original, 
danceable music that is- on the 
new-wave side. Deena, the lead 
singer, guitarist, co-lyricist. and 
music writer describes their type 
of music as "()Ol>-rock" and 
claims to be influenced by the 
"pop-guitar music of the ro's". 
Relatively speaking, The 
cucumbers sounded like a mix 
between the B-52's and Sqeere. 
with Deena sounding a bit like 
Chrissie Hynde. 
Each. member of the band 
seemed involved with their own 
instrument along wbh enjoying 
themselves and the audience. 
' The audience, in retµm, was When asked about their future 
responsive by dancing and plans Deena simply replied. 
obviously having a good time. "more records." To this date 
We approached an I.C. student they have an LP entitled "Who 
who had been bopping to The _Betrays Me ... and other Happier 
Cucumbers all night and asked ,Songs." an EP called "Fresh 
his opinion of the band. He ~Cucumbers," and a single 
replied."1 love any band that remaking Elvis Presley's hit 
makes me want to dance. The "All Shook Up." 
cucumbers have a unique style Their most advantagous 
of punk that I really like." qualities are the strong guitar 
Jqhn "Lefty" Peterson, t~e beat and the harmony between 
owner of The Haunt, was kind Jon and Deena's voices. Though 
enough to offer to bring us they seemed professional, they 
backstage to meet the band. haven't yet perfected their 
The 4 member group is 'made appearance or their 
up of: John Fried; lead guitarist, communication with the 
vocalist, -co-lyricist and music , audience. Perhaps if the 
writer; Yvergen Renner;'· , members showed more unity 
drummer; John Williams,· bass with each other through 
guitarist; and, as mentioned costume or stage performance, 
earlier, Deena Shoshkes. Upon then the audience might relate to 
meeting them .tbe~ seemed .the group rather t_han to each 
friendly,,down to earth, and very_ ·member . irldividually. 
interested in our· opiriion- of ·unfortunately.· Deena has 
them. see HQU!ll page·Jl_ 
.. ;:, 
The Ithaca College 
w~·ek in retr~spe~t 
By Brad Tucker 
This week, In Retrospect iS 
devoted to a question heard and 
asked every year by hundreds 
of students. The answer comes 
from artides in the Ithacan of the 
time, as well as news releases 
from the Office of Public Infor-
mation and John Harcourt's 
book "The Ithaca College 
Story." 
The question: "What is that 
thing on 1op of Textor?" 
The answer apparently begins 
with Dorothy Hoyt, artist and 
wife of President Dillingham 
(1957-1970). In Manhattan they 
had seen an exhibit of a group 
of heads by Jack Squier, a 
professor of sculpture at Cornea. 
One story says that the-
DJlli.nghams commissioned the 
work, while others say that the 
piece was commissioned by 
David C. Mandeville. All agree 
that it was dedicated by 
Mandeville, an Elmira attorney 
and chairman of the Ithaca 
Festival of the Arts, in memory 
of his grandfather, Hubert 
Mandeville. 
Work on the piece began in 
May of 1967, and the body was 
completed in september. The 
design was selected in 
consideration of the general . 
architecture of the campus and 
its physi~al setting. It is a 
creation of polyester resin over 
fiberglass over styrene foam 
placed on a steel frame and 
covered with alwninum leaf. 
The original plans called for a 
reflecting pool of black glass to 
rest under the _sculpture. 
Entitled simply 'Disc', it was 
unveiled at the 75th Anniversary 
convocation ceremonies on 
October 6, 1967. According to 
Squier, the piece was meant to 
be completely abstract, as 
indicated by the non-descriptive 
title. As it stands, without the 
pool, it is as incomplete as "a cai 
without doors." 
While Provost Davies was 
being quoted as saying, "Disc is 
a unique work by a talented 
man who spent many hours 
trying to capture the spirit of the 
Ithaca campus in a new 
medium," vandals were 
showing their own impression of 
the work in 90 dollars worth of 
damages to the silver leaf 
covering. 
Squier also presented I.C. with 
"Machine-Beast" (at the base of 
the steps in Job Hall). Completed 
in 1962, it was a cultural 
sculpture of a series dealing with 
man and organization. 
If you have any questions con-
cerning events of the past at 
Ithaca College, please feel free 
to send them in the intracampus 
mail to: Brad Tucker, GA 29-10-2 
Phantom returns 
to Statler at CU 
By Robert Wrate 
Saturday night, I went over to 
Cornell to see the silent film 
classic "The Phantom of the· 
Opera." Preceding the 9:00 
showing of the film, there was a 
. champagne banquet held, 
during which the audience 
mingled with people dressed in 
old French Costumes. So, with 
pen in one hand and 
champagne punch in the other, 
I entered the Statler Auditorium. 
'Accompanying the movie was 
the Eastman-Dryden Orchestra 
from the Eastman school of 
Music at the University of 
Rochester. They used the exact 
sheet music that was used 
when the movie originally came 
out in 1925. The movie starred 
Lon Chaney, one of the~ilent 
film era's best actors. To~ film 
was killed as a melodrama but 
it could have just as easily been 
killed as a comedy. Thi'i may be 
' due to the changing of the times. 
during the last 61 years:since the·, 
movie's original release. , 
The story is based in France· 
around the 1920's. The Phantom, 
(played by Lon Chaney) haunts 
\he major opera house in Paris. 
The Phantom is in love with 
Christine, played by Mary 
Philbin, the . female lead's 
understudy in ~ plot. He warns 
the lead not to sing, or he will put 
a curse on the Opera house. 
Well, she sings and the 
chandelier falls on the audience. 
Meanwhile, the Phantom 
kidnaps Christine and pledges 
his love to her. One of the 
funniest, and I suppose the most 
touching scene, occurs when 
the Phantom serenades 
Christine with the organ classic 
"Don Juan Triumphant". Let me 
tell you, this guy knows the way 
to a girl's heart. In the end, the 
Phantom gets caught and killed. 
I didn't enter this movie with 
very high expectations but I 
ended up enjoywig it anyway. 
Maybe it was the cocktail punch, 
I don't know.· overall the movie 
was very good i!fid it still holds 
up- as a classic:.Cven ·after ro 
years . 
!-. ' ' r • ,. ... -:: :!.. ~- ..... ~: '• • 
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Valentine's Day feature: 
Gift_s from The Co.mmons 
By Elissa Vendig Shmitt, Pergina, Bordeaux, and called Littlt> Love Drops for only poems and notes on love, 
Diva. 55.00. friendship, family, and women's 
Dear Sam, I love sitting by you But, if you're like me and think \'alentme ·s Day is an independence (Sl2.95). The Love 
in English class. I think you're chocolate is chocolate, go appropriate occasion to give a Test (S3.50) is a book by Harold 
really cute. Let's be best friends. directly across Toe Commons to symbol of your love or friend- Hessell, PhD. It L<; a quiz that can 
O.K.? See you at recess. Fanny Farmer. lhe entire store ship that will last forever. test your futuw happinrss. and 
Do you remember in second is filled with red satin or lace Schooley's Jewelry Shop carries it is said to be over 90% 
grade when you made Valentine heart boxes with an assortment a large selection in a wide range dccurate--a must on my list. A 
cards in Mrs. Smith's art class? of dclectible chocolate candies. of prices. For your girlfriend. a Book of Hugs by Dave Ross 
AS I recall, you didn't send those Although this is a traditional personalized charm or locket IS would also make a great gift on 
red cut-out hearts to a lover. You Valentine's Day gift, it is always available in gold, silver or gold this day (57.25). 
gave them to your family or appreciated by your sweetheart. filled for S7.00 to S700.00. If you're gift-searching 
friends that meant something Bags of red foil-wrapped hearts An}1hing that you desire can be curiosities have not yet been 
special to you. Just because you arc S6.SO while a chocolate engraved, but for a personal fulfilled. you must visit Charjan's 
are older now doesn't mean that heart-filled piggy bank is 59.95 suggestion heart-shaped charms card and Gift Store for traditional 
Valentine's Day has changed. If and a great gift for your six-year- look the best with a monogram. Valentine's Day gifts. Charjan·s 
you have just discovered the old sister Rebecca. For your boyfriend. a special has a full selection of cards rang-
idea to give a gift to a friend, or Getting back to flowers. you personalized kcychain is a piece ing from the Peanuts Gang to the 
if you forgot to buy your lover a can purchase a bunch of lighted he'll use daily and treasure serious ·1 Love You· card. The 
gift, it isn't too late. Downtown silk roses in red or white for forever. Prices range from Valentine's Day accessories 
on the Commons there is a wide S44.00 at sally Forth. This is an 527.00 in sterling to 5275.00 in include: heart placemats. 
array of gifts that you can ideal present for your mother gold. Some other nice ideas for napkins. plates. and cups. 
purchase. who has just discovered the silk men include: cuff links, collar Boynton makes ceramic mugs 
A Cupid Bear Bouquet is flower craze. For 55.00 you can pins, collar stays, tie tacks, that are a fun gift to give to a 
approximately S25.00 and is an buy a small glass perfume bottle lighters, card holders, or for the friend. ideal for a college 
ideal gift for a younger valentine. with a heart stopper or a man who has everything- a student. They can be filled with 
Toe bouquet consists of fresh miniature brass heart picture sterling toothpick. SChooley·s candy hearts, M & M's, jelly 
white, red, and pink carnations frame for Robin. your special also sells beautifully designed beans, or any other candy. 
in an arrangement with a white friend. If you would like to spend Gerber knives with mother of If candy doesn't suit your 
cupid teddy bear. FTD has a a little more, a crystal heart bud pearl or wood finished handles fancy, Civilized Delights has 
Crystal Ball arrangement for vase is S17.00. in a wide variety of sizes and marvelous presents for the 
s2s.oo or an assortment of For the same cost, H & H prices (S23.00 to 5600.00). woman who loves to indu~e 
flowers in a red plastic chest for Liquor and Wine Store has some Rings, bracelets, necklaces, and herself in luxury. Small heart-
S17.00, a perfect gift to send for tips on alcohol to buy if you watches are more traditional. but shaped soaps in pink and laven-
any age. These and other would like to spend a quiet any type of jewelry makes a dar can be purchased for 5.75 
flowers are available at the evening at home with your memorable gift on Valentine's each. When placed in a small 
Plantation Flower Shop, lover. AmarettodiSoronnosells Day. wicker basket or special 
however, the manager reccom- for about SI0.00 and the If your Valentine would prefer decorator box. they make a 
mends staying away from roses manager of the store says that it a gift that is a little more practical. super gift for a low price. The 
because they are not in season. is the "liquor of love." A heart- B. Dalton has a few special soaps also come prepackaged 
He suggests the long stem shaped box with a bottle of Valentine's Day attractions that in a beautiful white lace bag for 
chocolate roses for 53.75 each, Myer's Rum will get anyone's would make very thoughtful S9.SO. A heart wreath covered 
or 529.50 for a boxed dozen. heart pounding. For lovers and gifts for a special friend. Susan with colorful dried flowers is 
The Plantation also carries wine lovers, Johnson Estate Polis Schultz, author of Don't Be 514=.0<J. 
designer chocolates by Joseph makes a beautiful white wine Afraid To Love, has coordinated Let's not forget the men on 
\'alcntine's Day. Irv Lewtt 
carries Jockry heart underwr,a1 
for 55.00 or boxer shorts for 
56.00. But not every Valentine's 
Day gift has to be red and white. 
:\ new shipment of spring and 
summer merchand1Se has just 
arrived. The llawaiian look L<; 
back and Irv Lewis has pants, 
shorts, and tops for 520.00 to 
550.00. One new item that will 
be selling very quickly ~ the 
large Hawaiian beach bag 
1532.00) that unzips to form a 
terrycloth beach mat. This 
would make a very appreciated 
gift since most college students 
are planning their trips for Spring 
Rreak now. 
So put a little spice in your 
spectal someone's day by giving 
them an unexpected gift. Valen-
tine's Day is an opportunity to 
express your sentiments to 
friends and lovers. 
At the Haunt 
from page JO 
recently broken her toe so her 
stage presensc was hindered. 
As a result, the group was not 
physically up to their potential. 
:\II in all, The Cua.unbers were 
an enjoyable and worth-while 
band to see. 
SINGING TELEGRAMS 
wild, witty, warm & wonderful 
Great for all occasions! 
273-4175 
,. ............................. , ..... ~ ............................... ,, ................ ~ ................... ~1 ..q,~~~~..q, i "' £: .: Pu_rlg1£·s Ii ~ A;~/~u w~o~~G 
; ·::=· . P1· ~~a ! i ~ .1..1 : ~ ~~ BECOME MEANINGFULLY 
I ':\\\\,Puigie·s ~1 / 272 7600 I ~ INVOLVED WITH A f ~~\\ Pl3311 /: Ii - j1! ~ ~~~ ! "We Deliver the Good Times!" ! i CAMPUS ORGANIZATION? 
I WINGS! Pudgie's Style I CONSIDER JOINING AEC/BACCHUS. 
I *hot *medium *blue cheese I 
f ii! 
lvou ring, we bring M-F Spm I I delivery begins: Sat. 4pm ii! 
ii! . Sun. 2pm I 
1..~ .................................................................... ~~~ .... -- ~-
SEA HORSE 
A student directed play 
at Dillingham Center 
Feb. 13 4fand 8pm 
Feb. 14 8pm 
Feb. 15 8pm 
BACCHUS is a national organization developed to pro-
mote the respQ!J§.{~le use of alcohol. The IC Chapte~ meets 
on Tuesdays at 4pm" Not only would you be work mg for 
a good (ause, but y9u . can get valuabl~ exP_erien~e. in 
organizdtion, program.mmg, and leadership skill bwldmg 
by becoming a member. Being a me,:nber of AEC(BAC:-
CHUS also provides the opportunity to get tramed m 
alcohol related issues, apply for grant money, conduct· 
research, and to have a voice in campus activities. It's also 
a lot of fun! 
For more information contact Rick Couture, 
274-3141 (9-5) or Bill Klein, 277-5896 (after 10 pm) 
or come to a meeting. 
AECIBA CCHUS meets alternate Tuesdays starting 
February 18th from 4-5 pm in the Counseling Center Group 
Room. To get to the Group Room, enter the Health Center 
and go straight to the stairway. Go down stairs and through 
the back door of the Counseling Center. 
.. 
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Murphy's MusicafNotes 
A turn-off versus an explosion 
By Scott Murphy 
The new Bangles album 
"Different Light" is a lot like 
alcohol. At first, the spirit 
seduces and lets people drink·as 
much as they want. However, 
after a night spent in front of a 
porcelain bowl, one is reluctant 
to drink for a while. 
The new album, containing 
twelve songs, iS the same way. 
The ever present pop sound pf 
the all female group enchan.ts 
the listener at first, but later turns 
a listener off after being played 
several times. 
Their last album, "All Over the 
Place" was hailed as one of the 
best alblDTl.5 of 1984 and showed 
that this all female band was 
worlds better than the Go-Gos. 
That album contained a variety 
of oo·s influenced material and 
the right amount of hooks to 
keep a listener coming back for 
more. 
However, with this album, the 
problems begin with the first 
track "Manic Monday" (the 
single that is climbing the charts). 
Thick synthesizers provide 
hooks, a huge change for the 
guitar based band. The song 
sounds good because Susanna 
Hoffs, the new contender for 
pop goddess, sounds sexy as 
hell. In fact;her gentle lilt sounds 
like she's trying to proposition 
the whole world. Yet the lyrics 
are atrocious. Written by Prince, 
who at one time tried to woo 
Miss Hoffs, the content is fluff in 
the airiest sense. "I wish it was 
Sunday, cause that's mv 
funday, My I don't have to 
runday, It's just another Manic 
Monday" gives new meaning to 
the word moronic. 
)'he same goes for the rest of 
the album. The vocals, traded 
by all four members of the band, 
are the best yet. They turn the 
lights on. Yet, the music and 
lyrics shatter the lights. The 
problem is that the band, after 
their first album, was being 
groomed for the title of "pop 
darlings", a title that they are not 
ready to handle yet. The songs 
have "singles" written all over 
them with a disregard for the 
band's overaU progress. 
A few songs have the original 
unassuming Bangles style. 
"Walk Like an Egyptian" iS filled 
with haunting choruses. Vicki 
Peterson, the lead guitarist, lets 
loose and adds potent touches 
to the song. 
"Angels Don't Fall In Love" Is 
one of the same vein. Beautiful 
choruses combine with- lively 
guitar work to remind the listener 
of what made the band so 
promising to begin with. The 
gem of the album lies in the 
song "Following". One can 
become intoxicated with the 
slow, piercing sounds of a single 
guitar and Michael Steele singing 
with confused anguish. The 
sparse Sumnne Vega.like baUad 
sounds like trickling champagne 
rather than the sweet fluff that 
dominates the album. 
The Bangles will achieve 
. super-status with this album. 
Complete with two cover ver-
sions (by Jules Shear and ex-Big 
Star Alex Chilton), toneo down dead" in "Thursday". You the chorus and guitars get 
sound, and better than ever sympathize when the double invloved with atomic force. · 
vocals, the band will become a guitar attack carries him away. "When I Fall" is one long 
major act over the course of the . The guitars are filled with harsh screaming hook. What pop · 
BO's, Yet you don't need a feedback, sounding like AC/DC songs try to be when they drill 
license to buy this album to the eighth power, with the titles into your head. Picture 
because it's not even potent. desired effect that Black Flag Wham with 3,000 times the 
On the other hand, Squirrel only wishes that they had on a power. 
Bait, from LouisVilfe Kentucky, is listener. Everything has its place; 
the aural equivalent of dynamite there are rhythm changes and This is the band to watch. 
exploding, or napalm speeding patterns, something that most They've come out of the gate 
'with an explosion. Considering 
that they just graduated from 
high school, let's hope that they 
don't cause too much damage 
when they try to crash land with 
their next a.lbum. 
through a crowded hardcore bands only pretend to 
neighborhood. Yes, it has that do. 
kind of impact. "Sun God" and "When I Fall" 
From the moment that Peter are the tour de forces of the 
Searcy vows "I'm going to beat album. "Sun God" pretends to 
you up at the end of this", be a ballad of intense heat until 
guitars at super-sonic speeds 
launch their attack. But they 
know where they are going. 
Once they fmally settle into their 
grooves, you're hooked. And 
this album has hooks, however 
fast they may be. 
The five man band is scarcely 
out of high school. They come 
from the Husker Du school of 
music. In fact, Bob Mould 
recently said, "To teU the truth, · 
. Squirrel Bait is on a par with 
everything we'Ve done." They 
are as fast as most hardcore 
bands, but are smart enough to 
find a groove to grab people by 
the throat, and throttle them. 
In the time that it takes to say 
A-Maz-lNG, the band is already 
finished. Their first album of 
~ight songs lasts only 17 minutes. 
But the effect is like that of the 
most powerful of drugs. You 
want more. 
Peter Searcy's gruff vocals 
have an endearing quality, like 
when he sings "I wish that I was 
Chinese America" Food 
! I fl' W. State Street 2 72- 7350 
nusual ontemporary 
TOWNHOUSES . 
3-4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, Sky lit entry, 
Covered balcony, Walled. 
garden, Heated garage, Free additional 
parking, pets allowed, Walk to J.C., Cor-
nell, Commons, and Buses. 
· All this for only $8()(}/month 
Call 2S_7~7077__ 
Looking for something to do? 
Come check out the Pub 
Upcoming Events: 
Thurs. Feb. 13- Dating Game* 9pm 
Fri. Feb. 14- 4 Play_* 4-6pm· 
Sat. Feb. 15-E,jc & Harris Demel 9-llpm 
Tues. Feb. 18- ·Hudson Heights Night 
8pm 
Wed. Feb. 19-Soundmaster 8:30-11:30pm 
Thurs. Feb. 20- Stairewell* 9-llpm 
*alcohol being served- ID's required 
All other functions open to IC campus 
CCCW#ki#Wi#IC#Mk#IW#IKCCMC#CCM#kiCl#CIC#I 
Alconoi is served in the Pub- ID 
required: 
Thursday evenings 8pm-12am 
Friday's JJ:3Qam-:-6pm 
Torug1,t! 
Feb. 13ih 
9-12p.m. 
you must De 21 * * -IC In The 'Pub 
' . 
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" ... an exceptional basketball player" 
From page 14 
At times, Gazda has found it a watching my family play." systematically. 
tough job. "Even if you're down Even at age 10 Gazda was To supplement maintaining a 
you somehow have to pull the competing in foul shooting 3.0 grade point average as a 
personality continue as they Karen Haag said, "It's great to 
have been in the past, she has have a contagious smile around, 
nothing but a bright future a smile Val manages to find 
team through." And that she contests and of course winning phys-ed teaching major with a 
does. Gazda s co-captain, Mary them. Her dad, who is still her Health minor, Gazda participates 
ahead. Val will make a fine even when things are nor hot." 
Colton, a 5'9" junior forward for greatest fan, was always there in the work study program. She 
the Bombers stated, "Val's a big to cheer her on. works supervising the HiU Center 
teacher and coach." Coach Pritchard sums up, 
For now Val is still concen- "Not only is Val an exceptional 
trating on this season. For her baskerbaU player. she is a real 
factor on the team. She takes the When it came lime to looking Building three nights a week 
initiative to get mentally going. at colleges, Gazda kept basket- after practice. Gazda also stu-
coach and teammates they're person. If the world had more 
glad it's not over and Val is still Val Gazda's, it would be a better 
She encourages the younger ball in mind. However. looking dent taught at Groton Jr. H.S. 
players to help keep their for a good physical education while upholding her respon-
with them. Assistant coach place to be. 
Last second shot confidence up and is a large part program remained her priority. sibilities as a basketball team 
of our optimism and After a difficult process of member. 
enthusiasm. elimination, Gazda picked Ithaca Pritchard states, "to student 
From J!!!Xe 15 -
missed a free throw shot with 10 On a sad note. senior Bill 
For Gazda it's much like loving College and still believes she got teach and handle the pressure a 
a job and doing it well. the best program academically player is confronted with during 
seconds left, the ball bounced Sack's career as a Ithaca College 
Basketball was introduced to and athletically. basketball season is a great 
Gazda at age 10 on the Gazda has never had much of accomplishment." Gazda adds, 
around before Moyer sank his basketball player Ls over .. He 
shot with three seconds left on suffered a leg injury e..arlier in the 
homefront. Her father and three a problem juggling her respon- "One big help has been my 
older brothers were the ones to sibilities as a student and athlete. concept of the three D's: 
the clock. "This is just an season and tried to come back 
outstanding win for us," Baker 100 early and reinjurcd it. · 
throw her the basketball. Gazda "During Basketball season you discipline, detennination, and 
said, "It was kind of neat, trying have to budget.your time," says desire. It's a promising key to 
said. "Tl~y're an __ outstanding The team travels to Elmira on 
program," Saturday and returns home to 
to get the round thing into the· Val. She believes once you success." 
Whitney, injured early in the face cross-town rival Cortland 
basket. II was like the big goal. realize you have little time to Gazda has enjoyed playing 
game. and Comish led the team State. Both games are 
with 20 points. while Andy Vye scheduled to begin ~t 8:00pm. 
I loved• it and learned by waste, eve!)'lhing gets done basketball for the Bombers. She put in 15. "The biggest shot of 
my life." Moyer called it. Cornell feels her experiences on the LOST: Beautiful long~haired cat, lighi body (white/ team have helped her improve light gray shadings), darker face & legs gray bushy t~il. as a pl~ye_r and person. "I don't think I've ever had two kids come along in a season 
the way Moyer and Dean 
crocker have," Baker said. 
"They've come out of 
nowhere." 
' Looking into the future, Gazda 
Small spot of orange beside nose. Lost downtown 1124 would love to teach and coach From page 15 
Reward. 273-6713 539-7263 or SPCA at the high school level. And as 
' • Smith states. "If Val's ability and 
JlLSt 31.fi percent from the tloor in 
losing 10 lhc Big Grcerr 63-49. 
Corrwll remains in scrnnct 
Jl:=i-==R=A=C==HA:!:::N=G=£=Q==f=D=, ..=c=E=r=OM======~=-~=====-u==s===========911!1 ~=:::s;::;,;:s:,s::Ws.::aE:r.::::t::1ca:~x:::c;::n::i:n::c::~~~:ss:=~ place in the IVY League at 5-J 
"""" s; .--"' -" .,_ STYLE ·just one game behind Brown 
"We're in the greenback's_:' The Uig Red rnLc;sed a grcal 
Between Gnomon Cop, 272.4370 Y Q U SMILE ' ' opportunity as the league-
mci Fontana Shoes leaders also dropped a game 
CENTER ITHACA: ON THE MEZZANINE o,·cr lhe\Y(;l'kend--10 Pnnc<:>ton 
.5T\t.!s1iJ(S'9 , THE COMMONS 5-1:;~: R<'cl will have anoth<'r 
Stylists oppor1unily 10 gain a share of 
HAIR STYUNG l~ El· first tomorrow night when they \li_lS.r Hos1..carc1. *Tony Pesco •carmen Amoroso 405 Eddy Street, Collegetown •sue Varga Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8-6 travel to Brown's h6mc court. 
Openytiundayewfflinp · :17:\.lliO Thursday & Friday ull 8pm They face fifth·place Yale on 
lls:===::~~~=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.:=:.~~~=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.=:.:=:.=:.=:.~::::::::=11=e1cs::,i,i::::er;~:ser;:::i::s:::i:31:s::s::::,i::::s:::s:c:,i:~=s::is::,x::,!C:~!C:::s:!C::s!C:~:::~~::~::!C:::~=~=~=~~:::~=s5:i~::::£!~£!~~~E!·a~tl~ir9..._i.3a~y;,'!Ji.,in.,ia.,inoo111t;:,he.:,i·r.:,ir:soa:sc:sl g:sia:sm:se1. ct WEHAVEASTYLEALLOUROWN *SPECIAL* 
-'es ,n,ol{Ytf 1r lirfrAl 
FILMS COMMITTEE PRESENTS 
The sure thing comes 
once in a lifetime ... 
but the real thing 
lasts forever. 
.,_AS,, 
:,'_'\ ¥: IPG-13) .~~ ... ~~t::E. 
),', 
"* * * ½ TheSure Thing ls a small miracle. Two gifted young 
actors, Cusack and Zuniga, make rt1e Sure Thing Into a special 
love stC?'"Y. ';-Roger Ebert ChlcagO Sun-Times 
.................................. ~·················••h• 
:. FRIDAY • ! j . FEB.-14 I SHOWS START AT i 
f • • • • 1 AND ! 7:00 AND 9:30PM i 
1 SATURDAY • & 
: FEB. 15 ! ADMISSION $1 i. 
• • • 
-1· TEXTOR 102 : - - : 
~····························~··· .. ········ ........... . 
20 Wings & 
Sm 1 Item Pizza 
$7.95 
or 40 Wings & 
Lg. 1 Item Pizza 
$11.95 
I 00 I West State St. 
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
II am TO 1 
---------. Free Delivery, 
after 11:30am ____ ..__-----, 
272-1950 
FULL CATERING 
AVAILABLE 
Spea.b Daily 
* BUFFALO STYLE WINGS * 
WIMP * MILO * MEDIUM * HOT• "VAPOR"'* "REVENGE" * MERC NASTY 
GARLIC * BBQ * FRENCH 
ORDER SIZES 10 to 7 
(Sold by Muftiples or 10) 
btn...,O...·~~cwdlnAddSOc -------
PIZZA 
PI.AJN. SMAI.L-
1.ARGE· 
Sl95 
5.75 
ADOITIONAL ITEMS: 
5mJI. S 75 
Lara•· I 00 
PEPPERONI 
MUSHROOl'IS 
SAUSAGE 
HOT PEPPERS 
SWEET PEPPERS 
OLIVES 
ANCHOVIES 
ONIONS 
EXTRA CHEESE 
WHITE PIZZA 
¼ lb HAMBURG- SI 39 
•1, lb CHEESEBURC- I 59 
HOTDOGS- 90c 
w Cheese 
w On,ons & Kraut 
- 25c ea item 
HERCS HISCEUANEOUS 
CRICKEN FINGERS 
CHICKEN MUGGETS 
5ry,a&. Lari•-
n.so ss.oo 
I 75 3 25 
CHICKEN UPS 1-75 3 25 
CHICKEN BOOMERANGS , .es )_So 
CORNDOGS .90 ... 
)-PIECE CHICKEN OINNEll l 50 
CRJSCUT FRENCH FI\JES l 
POT WEDGES 
MUSHROOMS SI 19 SI 99 
ZUCCHINI 
CAULIFLOWER 
ONION RINGS --
MOZZ STIKS 8 fo< 3 00 
-------·---
TRY OUR 
BBQ RIBS BBQ CHICKEN 
HEARTH-8AKED 
sues 
$2_99 H>Jf. SI ll'l 
HOT 
MEATBAlL 
SAUSAGE 
CUBE-STPJC: 
W 11'1USHl\0011S 
• CHEESE 
SPEIDIE 
CHEESE STEM 
VEAL PARM 
KIELBASA 
COU> 
TURKEY 
~M 
ROAST BEEF 
MIXED 
SALAMI 
TUNA 
CHICKEN SALAD 
MIXED CHEESE 
Amen::lrl s,...s No21Web 
ALL SUBS INCL · 
Provolone Cheese, 
mayo. ~ttucc, toma.to, 
onion. 011 
1,,,_-------FREE DELIVERY--.,-.. -... -... ,-."-"'_"_"~,-. w-, ..... -, ,.,-«-. 
.::·~c· C"J'I" :~, 1SS M1nirrn.1m1 
; 
From page 16 
times at various season 
tournaments. This season, 
Gazda · is averagng 11.0 points 
phi'i three assists per game, a 
consistent average which has 
increased throughout her varsity 
participation. Recently, Gazda 
broke the women's all time 
career record for assists, an 
accomplishment to help Gazda 
define success as a basketball 
player. 
Gazda's teammates can easily 
.' ,, '.)..~"!'-, .• 
take pride in their senior team 
member. They admire her 
athletic ability and leadership 
qualities, which together, make 
Gazda a super captain for the 
team. As captain, Gazda feels it 
her responsibility to fin the gap 
between the team and coach. 
"You make the decision of 
whether things should be taken 
to the coach or dealt within your 
own hands," Gazda explains. 
see Player page 13 
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Indoor league begins 
By Mike Murphy 
SOCcer may be dying out as a 
spectator sport in the United 
, States. A quick look at NASL 
attendance figures can attest to 
that. 
Indoor soccer, however, has 
started to become more of a 
viable spectator sport because 
of the greater frequency of goals 
and a generally faster style of 
play. Toe Major Indoor SOCCer 
LeagUe (MISL) has been drawing 
good crowds and has been 
receiving more and more media 
. coverage In the last few years. 
This increase in popularity has 
affected indoor soccer in the 
Ithaca area 
the league," Maier said. "We've 
got some Ithaca High school 
players as wen as players from 
Ithaca COilege and comell 
University. Even the principal of 
North East Elementary school 
plays with us." 
Membership fees for the 
indoor league average from 
SI0-15 per person, or Sl50 per 
team and the league runs from 
February 13 until April 19. 
"All the money for registration 
goes back into the game," Maler 
said. "We don't do this for a 
profit. the money is used for 
officials, ads, printing, and 
paperwork to keep the_ league 
organized." 
Maier himself is active in the 
sport, playing in the competitive 
division as wen as playing for a 
semi-professional select team in 
the summer. "It's a good way to 
stay in shape, especially for the 
soccer · players in the off 
season," Maier said. 
"Sometimes, though, it's hard 
keeping up with these college 
players." 
There are arrrently spots open 
for two teams in the indoor 
. league for an 8:009:00pm game 
time slot. Interested players 
should contact IUSL president 
Jerry Gerner at 256-5467. 
For the last four years, the 
Ithaca United SOCCer Club (IUSL) 
has been running an indoor 
soccer league as well as a 
summer soccer program. 
Members include Ithaca college 
soccer players, profes.sors, and 
various members throughout 
the community. 
Trivia flashbac.ks 
Vice president and Ithaca 
College business professor Mark 
Maier says, "Our main purpose 
is to provide access to soccer for 
anyone in the Ithaca area." 
The game is played at Roller-
world with a total roster of 350 
people and 30 teams. The 
league is set up in two division 
-. a competitive division and a 
co-ed/recreational division. 
By Glenn G~bl_~. 
I) Who did Muhammad Ali lose 
to in his five prof~ional los.ses? 
2) Who played third base for 
the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1~55? 
~ What is the only country to 
host soccer's World Cup twice? 
4) Who has played on the 
most Stanley cup Champions? 
5) Who was the last player to 
hit over 50 homeruns in a 
season? Members range from the 
minimum age of 16 years to 
players in their fifties. "We get a· 6) Who were the NBA World 
good cross-se~ioE_ of players in Champions in 1974-75? 
ANSWERS 
'SlO!,l.rnM JJEIS UJPI~ Jt.U (9 
·es lfl!M sp:lH ueu 
-upuo JlfJ Jo 1J1so.:1 ~1oon ·s 
'SUJ!PHUe:) 
[eJ,IJUOW Jlfl 41!M SL-irl61 01 
9S-SS61 WOJJ suoidweq:> n l{l!M 
pg,{e1d se4 p.rntpru µuJH It 
'9861 pue OL61 '0:>!)(JW 1(£ 
'AJJ'e:) ,{puy (c: 
')f:l!QJQS lOAJJ.L 
'pue '5aWIOH ALlE!1 'S){U!ds UW"J 
·uoµoN UJ)I '1Jize_r,:1 JOf (I 
.. ~...,e,.q,~<#K,~~~-'<Q><Q,,<Q,,.c:>k(~~'><b~tb><,O'><-q,,.,,_9>«:i,,,.,c;;i'><Q-,,q>c.O,<q,,.,.~~-""'7',.q>,Q><q>«~~"'G'"<i'>JQt<Q,<q».~:»<.:;;-><Q><Q><QM.~;;>'>«;i~,<Q,"<>-Q,<,e»«~ 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD 
PRESENTS: 
WINTER 
CARNIVAL '86 
FIRST ANNUAL 
WINTER OLYMPICS 
FUN IN THE SNOW. 
raft-pull races 
nerf baseball 
tug of war 3 leo ,...J 
o'geu races 
COME WATCH YOUR 
FRIENDS BATTLE 
'THE ELEMENTS' 
& EACH OTHER 
SAT. FEB. 15 
1 :00-5:00p.m. 
Behind 
·a· Egbert Union 
I 
t 
I 
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Cornell Corner: 
Big Red set for Harvard 
By David A. Raskin 
Cornell Hockey 
Head Coach Lou Heycroft told 
the bus driver to leave the 
engine running when the Comcll 
men's hockey team returned to 
rampus Sunday after collecting 
their eighth and ninth 
consecutive road victories over 
the weekend. 
The Big Bed, the E.C.A.C'~ 
holiest team away from home 
this season. wa<; anxious to 
re-hoard the Greyhound again 
this moming en route to 
Cambridge, Mac;s, for its biggest 
road test of this year's 
r,1mpaigrHhe Harvard Crimson. 
Cornell takes a ~M-2. fourth-
place record with them to 
Boston. However. the most 
crushing of those four defeats 
rame at the hands of the 
crimson on Uecember 8 at 
t.vnah Rink: and in the form of 
ai1 11-3 t>mbarrassment. 
Harvard. the Big Red's most 
hiller rival. presently ha'i a firm 
hold on first place in the E.C.i\.C. 
with a 13-2 record. After a loss to 
third-place Yale (11-S) over the 
w<·!'kend, RPl's grasp on 
<,ccond plae weakened. as tht>ir' 
-.. 1-ord dropped to 11-4-1. Wins 
, , . Harvard tomorrow night 
,u11l .mrtmouth on Saturday 
mulct jump the Big Ht>d into . 
~crond. 
II was the St. t.awrenc<' Saints 
and the Oarkson Golden Knights 
who ft'II prey to the Big Red road 
sl1ow last weekt>ncl. AftN 
emerging from both game~· 
second periods in a tic. Cornell 
tallit'<l four times to beat the 
Saints in the final stanza on 
Friday 7-4. And net two m the 
third the following night 10 drop 
Clarkson 4-2. 
• Tri-captain Pct<' 1'-,llyshak 
notched his second hat trick of 
the season c1gains1 St. 
Lawrence. while his lincnml<' 
l<lt'Y !'.ieuwcndyk added a goal 
,ilong with four assists. 
Sophomore ncunindcr Doug 
Da<l'iwell preserved the victory 
by kicking our 39 Saint shots. II 
was f,ornell's first win m St. 
l.awrcncc·s Appleton :\rcna 
~ince 1980. 
The Big Bed hadrl"I ldt 
Clarkson with a win since· th<" 
-
1977 sca<,on. Bui :'-,icuw<·mf\·~ 
SCOf('d IWO more goal~. .!IHI 
sophomore wing D,l\ <' 
Crombeen broke the tie ro g1\·1· 
Cornell 1hc victory. The detc11S<-
W,l<; outstanding. limiting tlw 
Golden Knights to just nine shots 
on Dadswell through the firs: 
two periocl'i amt only 22 on the 
game. 
Cornell Basketball 
:\fter an impressiv<' 21-point 
vinory over I larvard on the road 
lasl Friday night. Cornell's men·s 
hasketball squad came up cold 
against a weak Danmouth team 
on Saturday. The Big Hed shot 
see Come/I page 13 
Season finale 
From page 16 
enough to stop the Yellow-
jackets of Rochester from 
posting a two-point victory over 
the Bombers at Ben Light 
Gymnasium. 
Gazda was helped by 
Burmaster and guard Mary 
Colton, who each hit the ten-
point scoring mark. Nichols' 
scoring output deaeascd to four 
points but her consistent 
rebounding was not affected by 
Rochester's pressure. She had 
ten rebounds on the night. The 
loss dropped the Bombers to 
8-12. 
J.C. trc1veL<; to Brockpon tonight 
in a 7:00pm game with the 
Golden Eagles_ The Bombers 
then close out the regular 
season with a two-game homr,s-
tand against Nazareth and 
Buffalo on Saturday and 
Tuesday, respectively. Game 
· times are 7:00pm. 
Gymnastics 
The Ithaca College 
Gymnastics team·., 11w1·1 with 
Cornell lclSt WedrwslHY has 
been postponed to a later dale. 
THE ITHACAN 15 
I.C. wrestlers 
From page 16 
technic,JI fall. S11·v<· Hric 1Ui7 ll>~l 
also had ,m irnprc~~1vc 
wcckcrnl. winning l>y pin. 
technical fall. and upsc111ng 
l'olsclarn All-:\nwriran Mi"<' 
I 'nrn < • 10 boor. 
Chri_.., L<·clyard (150 Jl>c,1 
<·ontimwd 10 impress. going 
111dd1·.i1cd for 1h1· we1·k<·n<I 
wl1il<· h,'.avywcight Hich Kane 
nu·wly had to walk on lhc rna1 
10 g<·1 tus arm raised · none of 
Ill<' rhrcc reams that Ithaca face<! 
this weekend had anyon<' 
willing to wr<'slle Kaner. 
Kane may have had li11lc 
competition thL'i past Wl'l'kcnd 
but that will most certainly not 
h<' the case tomorrow. 
Thi' Bomber heavywcigtll. 
who weighs m at 270 pounds. 
usuallv outweighs his 
, ipporH'nts l>y a consiclcrahlc 
m,1rg1n On Friday. however. 
"an1· will actually have to face 
c1-1we~li1:r IO pouncl<; heavi!'r in 
rlw1I College's John Kotulay. 
\\'ll('il lhl)SC IWO titans clash ell 
111,· 1 c111cr of the mat. expect all 
of Ithaca 10 know somerhmg is 
up on the South Hill. 
In all. some 70 wr!'stler~. 
representing II reams. will 
wrestle at I.C. for the one clay 
tournament. The two finalists at 
each weight class. as well ,L<; 
four \l'ild rard sdecllon~. will 
earn c1 1np 10 Twnton. l\icw 
lc·rse~. host sit<' of 1hi~ y1·ar·s 
:--1 \. \ D1\'L,;ion Ill 
c ll,UPpionsh1ps. 
I h< wrl'~tling will l>cg,n ,ll 
11:r11~11n Fn<fay and cominuc until 
'l·Oopm. fhe tourney will 
w~un11~ at b:OOpm for 1tw final,; 
,md 11w consolation matdws. 
Because lhc 1ournamen1 L<; an 
~C:\A <'V<'nt. rtwrt" will he· an 
admission rharg<' of 1wo dollars 
for eith1·r tlw 11:00am or the 
4:00pm segments. with lhfl'(' 
doll.ir.., g!'lling you a p,l..,s for lhe 
cl,!\ 
\\'Im to wc1tch for I.C · 
118· ! 
12fi-C ,l!'lln Cogswell 
l.l4-Chris LOl'ff'SIO 
142-l'ele Mankowich 
ISO-Chris (_edyard 
158-Tom Mankowich 
167-Slcw• Hilr 
177-Sal lrnl>imho 
190-Tony Villawalc 
H\\T-Rich Kam· 
Schu -your teammates and the 
Ithacan want you to suck it up 
and go for it at l/8. You can do 
it. 
See-saw game 
From page 16 
had a two game wmning streak 
of it's own and was looking to 
stretch to three. 
This game was a see-saw 
battle from the opeining tip off 
until Kermit Moyer made a 
clutch shop from outside to give 
Ithaca an emotional 62-61 
victory. After Alvin Whitney 
see Last second pa![e 15 
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i-=1~--~~-~t r:h • VISA • MC 
i ~,........, i[ FRESH PAS! A ] 
! f .[ r,.\\ t<ot\\to\ ··R T---= fies,1 ] 
§ t . .u;-
} Friday at Jpmi 
1 
- 8/.. COMPANY ] 
!~-: Fishin' Hours i 
, FiShbowls of Beer & Fishbowl Drinks ~ 
t Saturday Starting §§·. 
§ Second Annual at toam i Prizes for t:.a!:::.:a:.!:. ~:du:ouples jammies. I 
i Monday i f 32 oz. Beer Mug Special t 
§t_ DON'T Tuesday DONS1T §t 
Miss __ ..._ MIS Beat the Clock i IT IT § 
§ Wednesday § 
§ Import Nite § ff ~ Super Schnapps Special t Q 
French & Italian Pasta Dishes 
OPEN DAILY FOR DINNER 
AT 
5:00pm 
Cappuccino * Espresso * Wine * Beer 
Chicken & Seafood Alfredo 
404 W. ST A TE STREET 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 14850 
.. 
i Peppermint, Peach, Strawberry, Rootbeer, Apple i [ 
§ $. 75 a -shot $1.00 Labatts ~ 
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Third straight win: . · 
IC beats Albany on Moyer's shot 
By Dan Branch 
With three consecutive 
victories this past week, the 
Bomber basketball team looks 
ready to battle Alfred for a 
chance to go to the Division Ill 
playoffs. 
After easy wins over Oarkson 
64-47, and St. Lawrence, 78-62, 
the Bombers beat the Great 
Danes of Albany State in a 
thrilling 62--61 last shot victory for 
Ithaca. I.C. ·s record now stands 
at s-2 in the ICAc' and '15-6 
overall. 
Against Clarkson, Ithaca won 
with relative ease. Andy vye led 
all scorers with 16 points while 
adding 7 rebounds. Kermit 
Moyer had 13 points and Dean 
Crocker came off the bench and 
had 6 assists. Coach Tom Baker 
had a chance to rest his starters 
late in the game when the 
Bombers put the game out of 
reach for the Golden Knights of 
Clarkson. 
With revenge on their mind, 
the Bombers entered Ben Light 
Gym to take on the St. Lawrence 
Saints. Two weeks earlier St. 
Lawrence had devastated 
Ithaca by the score of 87-54, but 
thiS time it was going to be a 
different story. "We made up 
our minds to go right at them. 
That was our plan," Baker said. 
The first half was a totlP,h 
battle in which both teams 
exchanged baskets and Ithaca 
held a slim 30-28 lead. Kermit ~ 
Moyer was perfect in the first 
half, giving Ithaca a desperately 
needed outside shot, shooting 
5-5 from the field. 
"Baker wasr_!'.t very 1_!¥1lY with 
us at halftime," replied Andy 
Vye. "We seemed to be happy 
we had the lead but coach 
thought we could play a lot 
better. a lot harder." 
As the second half began, the 
b!B _men of Whitney, vye, -~~ 
Comish got the ball insidr and 
blew open a close game with a . 
12-1 spurt that put the game out 
of reach for the Saints. 
Andy Vye had 27 points, with 
Moyer adding 18, Comish with 12, 
and Whitney putting in 10. 
For the first time in his eight 
years as c.oach at Ithaca College, 
Coach Baker awarded a game 
ball. It went to Dean Crocker 
who brought the ball down court 
and constantly made key 
passes inside to Whitney, 
Cornish, and vye for easy 
. baskets. "He was amazing," 
Baker said, "He had really rome 
on and we're very, very . 
pleased. we now have great 
depth at the guard spot." 
Albany St. invaded Ithaca with 
a four game winning strealt-, but 
Ithaca is ~aining confidence and 
see Game page IS 
Pholo by Amy YcOr9gor 
The Ithaca CdJege ~ team wtnt 2 and 1 /mt weekend ogainst tough 
opponents. This Friday, I. C. hosts the NCAA qualifying wre.rtling 
toumament. 
Wrestlers h-ost 
NCAA tourney 
By Jim Connors 
No doubt the Ithaca College 
wrestling team must have 
thought it was going to be their 
night last Friday when Bomber 
Paul Schumann upset the New 
York State Champion, St. 
Lawrence's Keith Crown-
ing.shield, in their 126 lb. battle. 
But it was not to be as I.C. would 
go on to drop a narrow, two-
point decision to the nation's 
1hird ranked team. 26-24. 
The Bombers quickly 
rebounded on Saturday, 
sweeping past both Clarkson 
and Potsdam by 40-point 
margins. ' 
Highlights of the weekend 
included SChumann's decision 
over Crowningshield, which he 
followed with two wins on 
Saturday, one by pinfall. Pete 
Mankowich (142 lbs) also 
notched three straight wins, one 
by pin, the other two by 
see I.e. page 15 
.~by--
Mark Comish, -13 of the J.C. men's basketball team, blocks a shot axainst St. Lawrence. The Bombers swept 
last weekend beating Clarkson, Albany State and SLU. 
Val Ganza: 
Athlete of the week 
,. 
By Jennifer Winick 
Familiar with the story of King 
Midas and his golden touch? 
well, the varsity women's 
basketball team has a young 
woman who has a magic touch 
herself. Her name is Val Gazda, 
and what she reaches for rarely, 
if ever, falls short of succes.s. 
You would think someone 
with so many outstanding 
accomplishments would be les.s 
humble. Not the case. This story 
involves a modest woman who 
started her career in Metuchen, 
NJ. She is a successful student 
athlete, an extraordinary person, 
and "one all-time favorite," 
according to Athletic Director 
Robert Deming. 
Gazda, the only senior member 
of this year's women's basket-
ball squad, stands 5'8" and has 
started in the back court for the 
lady Bombers the past three 
years. Gazda will complete her 
college basketball career at this 
season's end with nothing to be 
ashamed about. 
Former head coach Natalie 
Smith, who retired last season 
after coaching for seven years at 
Ithaca, was first to spot Gazda 's 
talent. "I saw her play in her NJ 
hometown. She had, and still 
has great skills. She is always 
aware of what is happening on 
· the court," Smith continued. 
"Val is the kind of player anyone 
would like to have on their 
team." 
Chris Pritchard, who has filled 
Smith's position, would only 
agree with the former coach. 
"Val sets a good example of 
what I want in an I.C. player. She 
is a fundamental player who 
always does the right thingS at 
the right time. Val is a comolete 
player, who shoots and 
rebounds equally well." 
Pritchard confessed, "I used to 
get releases from other teams 
when I coached at RPI and I 
certainly knew the name Gazda 
before I got here." 
Gazda's dedication and effort. 
to basketball at Ithaca has won 
her much recognition. Smith 
noted "I've never known Val to 
go into a game without giving 
100%." Gazc:la's time and energy 
has paid off. She has been 
selected as MVI:' numerous 
see Leader page 14 
Women's hoops 
win, lose at home 
-
By Mike Murphy 
Women's Basketball 
The women's basketball team 
split a pair of games over the 
week, winning big over 
Hamilton on Thursday night, 
81-61, before losing a heart-
breaker to the University of 
Rochester, 54-52. 
Center Laurie Nichols 
continued her strong inside play 
as she poured in 19 points and 
powered her way to ten 
rebounds. Forward Barb 
Burmaster also had a big night 
as she scored 16 points and 
grabbed 12 rebounds. Val Gazda 
also impressed as she scored 12 
points and upped her career 
assists record by five to 209. 
Gazda's 17 points weren't 
see Finale page 15 
